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UA Endorses Changes FSILG
In Medical Transport Advisor
By Mike Hall
and Melissa Cain
STAFF REPORTERS

The Undergraduate Association
Council unanimously passed a resolution last night supporting confidential medical transport, in the
hope of encouraging students to
seek aid for their intoxicated
friends.
The resolution, authored by UA
Committee on Student Life CoChair Josiah D. Seale '02, recommends that' MIT employ an outside
ambulance service to handle medical transport requests. Currently,
Campus Police officers handle
emergency transports in their dual
roles as Emergency Medical Technicians.:
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Josiah D. Seale '02, co-chair of the Committee on Student Ufe, presented his plan for confidential medical transport to a ses~ion of
the Undergraduate Association Council Monday ni~t.,
'

Gore, Bush
MeetToday
ForDebate
By Amanda M. Stockton

Al Gore and George W. Bush
will meet for the first debate of the
2000·general election tonight at the
University of Massachusetts in
Boston's Clark Athletic Center.
The debate will be cohosted by
UMass Boston andthe John F.
Kennedy Presidential Library and .'
moderated by PBS's Jim Lehrer.
In preparation for the debates,
UMass Boston canceled classes yesterday and today. Security -was
tightened beginning" yesterday
morning with a patrol sweep removing unauthorized vehicles from the
UMass Boston parking garage.
Staffers who needed to be on campus yesterday were required to get
security clearances.
, "Students, -faculty, and staff will
not be authorized to be on campus
on those two days unless they are
involved in specific debate related
activities or other essential functions," said UMass Chancellor Sherry H. Penney in a campus-wide
memo.
The debate sponsors are reported to have "pre-published, objective criteria in order to determine
who will be invited to the
debates," in a press release from
the Committee on Presidential
Debates.
Despite the limited audience
space available, lotteries were to be
held yesterday and today to allow
UMass Boston students to obtain
tickets to the debates.
, College students arrive en masse
The College Democrats expect

"It's good that CPs are EMTs,
but it's not good that our only
EMTs are CPs," Seale said. "Students don't feel completely comfortable around the CPs, especially in

regards to alcohol."
'We're not trying to encourage
irresponsible behavior," he said.
'What we're trying to encourage is
that, if an individual needs help,
[they] don't feel uncomfortable calling."
Interfraternity Council President
Damien A. Brosnan '01 supported
the resolution, thanking the UA for
taking action on an issue of great
importance to the IFe.
"It's good that [the issue] has
come to the UA, so that it's not just
a frat boy thing," Brosnan said.
Petition calls for prompt action
The resolution comes during the
CSL's petition campaign in support
of confidential medical transport for
all members of the MIT community.
Seale and UA Public Relations Committee Chair Allison L. Neizmik '02
EMT, Page 25

Concerned Citizens, Progressive
Voters Flock to Nader Rally
of the spectrum of progressive causes. Barnes was
STAFF REPORTER
supporting Nader because he is "committed to public
Whtm 12,000 supporters of Green Party nominee . interest issues: protecting the environment, protecting
Ralph Nader rolled into Boston for a massive rally, it consumers" and is "talking about campaign reform
wasn't surprising to see throngs of local college stu- seriously."
dents or activists handing out flyers calling for the
Benzer, a resident of Newton, Polish immigrant,
freedom ofMumia Abu-Jamal.
and self-proclaimed "passionate peacenik," is attractBut a .retired schoolteacher from Arlington?
ed to Nader's foreign policy: "having been through
Republicans? The 2000 version of Nader's Raiders the hell of the Second World War, I believe there is
run the gamut in age from twenty-something Glenn no good war and no bad peace."
Barnes of Waltham to Stella Benzer, a half-century
Liz Blumenthal, a retired schoolteacher from
his senior. And while most of those at .the event were Arlington, looks to Nader to reduce the wealth gap in
defecting from the Democratic party, Harriet Hope of America.
Lynnfield votes Republican.
David J. Strozzi G, head of the MIT Greens, said
The causes espoused by those attending the Fleet
Center event on Sunday represent a significant slice
Nader, Page 20.
By Frank Dabek
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Green Party Presidential candidate Ralph Nader greets supporters at a rally Sunday afternoon at
"the Garden" (the Reet Center).

Dorow
Resigns
By Dana Levine
NEWS DIRECTOR

Assistant Dean for Residential
Life and Student Life Programs
Neal H. Dorow resigned from his
position at MIT last week after serving for more than 12 years as advisor to the FSILG system.
"It is with deep regret that after
12 years as advisor for MIT's fraternities, sororities and independent
living groups, I have chosen to
resign from my position," Dorow
said in a letter to the MIT community.
In the letter, dated Friday, September 29, Dorow announced that
his resignation had become effective
on Wednesday, September 27.
Dorow declined to give an explanation for his abrupt departure. He
said that he is "going to take some
time to. think about [his future
plans]."
Dorow's resignation unexpected
Dorow's resignation came as a
surprise to the MIT community. "I
was shocked," said Interfraternity
Council President Damien A. Brosnan '01. "He was talking to me
(Wednesday] morning about how to
get himself more involved in IFC
programs."
Director of Project Development
Stephen D. Immerman, who will fill
Dorow's position for the interim,
declined to give an official explanation for Dorow's resignation, saying
that "MIT does not discuss personnel issues."
Dorow resigned just two weeks
after MIT's $6 million settlement
with the parents of Scott S. Krueger
'01.
Search process already beginning
Immennan, who started in 1979
as MIT's first full-time adviser for
fraternities and independent living
groups, will assume Dorow's
responsibility along with Program
Administrator for Residential Programs Ricky A. Gresh and Residential Program Coordinator Kathleen
Baxter.
"I'm in the process of trying to
understand the scope of what needs
to be done," Immerman said.
Immerman stressed that his new
role was "on an interim basis only."
"I assume that there will be a
search process that will incorporate
members of the IFC and the AIFC
(Alumni Interfraternity Council),"
he said.
Brosnan said that he has already
met with Immerman and the AIFC
to begin discussing this search
process.
Both Brosnan and Immerman
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Milosevic Attacks Opponents, West
LOS ANGELES

TIMES

BUOV A, YUGOSLAVIA

As the opposition tightened the screws with strikes and roadblocks, President Slobodan Milosevic fought back Monday in a rare
address to the nation in which he attacked his opponents as puppets
of the West who would lead Serbs to extermination.
In a 20-minute speech on state-run television, the defiant leader
said his main rival, Vojislav Kostunica, who, like Milosevic, has won
popularity by attacking the West, isn't the opposition's "real boss."
Milosevic claimed that the shots are really being called by Kostunica's much less popular campaign manager, Zoran Djindjic, whom
he branded "a collaborator of the military alliance that waged war
against our country."
Kostunica and his backers say they won an outright victory over
Milosevic in elections Sept. 24, but the Federal Electoral Commission says no candidate won a majority and it scheduled a second
round of voting for Sunday.

FDA Confirms Taco Shells Had
Genetically Modified Com
THE WASHINGTON

5

POST

While the approval of RU-486 promises to transform the abortion
debate, advocates and opponents ay the abortion pill' impact could
be muted by trepidation among doctor about pre cribing the controversial drug.
Although the drug's availability through private doctors' offices is
expected to make it much harder for antiabortion activists to target
abortion providers, some medical professionals might remain fearful
of protesters or even violence, experts ay.
Some states, including Virginia, already have abortion reporting
requirements that would apply to RU-486 and make it difficult for
doctors who u e it to remain anonymous. Antiabortion activists have
begun looking for ways to u e such fears to their advantage, including seeking similar laws in other states.
"I think the big concern for doctors is ecurity. They do not want
to ... be intimidated or subject to violence or have their staff and
families subject to the actions of anti-choice people," said Maxine
Klane, a registered nurse and vice president for patient services at
Planned Parenthood of Metropolitan Washington. "Physicians have
been killed in this country over abortion."
Doctors also may shun the pill because they are not familiar with
administering it or dealing with the complications that could arise.

By

ary Curtius

LOS ANGELES

have been killed so far.
Demonstrations
began after
Ariel Sharon, leader of Israel's
right-wing Likud party, visited the
holy site in Jerusalem's
Old City
last week that Muslims call the
Haram al-Sharif and Jews call the
Temple Mount.
At least five Israeli Arabs were
shot and killed Monday in clashes
with border police and two more
died of wounds sustained in riots the
day before. Eight Palestinians
reportedly were killed in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip. Hundreds of
Palestinians and Israeli Arabs were
wounded by Israeli troops firing live
ammunition and rubber bullets, and
Palestinians now put the number of
wounded at more than 1,000.
One Israeli Jewish civilian, a
man who was heading into a West
Bank town to get a tire repaired, and
an army sergeant also were killed.
The army said soldiers escorting
a civilian oil truck near the West
Bank village of Beit Sahur were
fired on, and that Sgt. Max Hazan
was killed. Four other soldiers were
injured, and gun battles continued in
the area into the night.
The violence "in the territories
angers Israelis, who blame Arafat.
But eruptions in 'the West Bank and

TIMES

UMM AL-FAHEM, ISRAEL

Clashes between security forces
and I rael's Arabs spread so widely
Monday that both sides spoke fearfully of the violence spiraling into a
communal war between the country's Jewish majority and the Arab
minority.
In addition to battling Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip on the fifth day of violent
protests, Israeli police were fighting
stone-throwing
protesters in their
own back yard - in Israeli towns
from the egev Desert in the south
to Nazareth in the north.
Alarmed by the violence, the
Clinton administration searched for
ways to salvage the Middle East
peace process. Secretary of State
Madeleine K. Albright, who was in
Paris, summoned Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak and Palestinian
Authority President Yasser Arafat to
meet her there on Wednesday.
In a statement, Albright said her
objective was to "find a way to end
the violence,
restore calm, and
ensure that there is no repeat of such
an escalation."
But the toll of dead and wounded
continued to climb. About 50 people

any verbal clues of their plans.
and called the first of two cases the
Eight of the nine justices are past or
justices had scheduled for oral arguare approaching society's traditional
ments.
retirement age of 65 - Rehnquist's
Neither case was the cause of the
76th birthday was Sunday - but
extraordinary attention aimed at the
none has given any public indicaseven men and two women in the
tion of plans to abandon his or her
front of the vaulted courtroom lifetime appointment.
the first case involved bankruptcy
After hovering
in the backlaw, the second, arbitration law.
ground through much of this year's
Rather, this day's glare of the
presidential
campaign, the issue
political
spotlight
focused
on
seems certain to come up in Tueswhether or when any of the nine
day night's debate between Republiseats will become vacant, potentially giving the next president a chance
can George W. Bush and Democrat
Al Gore. "The court is the issue that
to reshape a court which in recent
makes this the most important elecyears has tilted five to four toward
the conservative side of most critition in two-thirds of a century," said
Ralph Neas, president of the liberal
cal issues.
By noon the justices retreated
advocacy
group People for the
through the red velvet curtains - American Way, at a Capitol Hill
behind the bench without leaving
news conference Monday.

By Gaylord Shaw
WASHINGTON

WASHlNGTO

The Food and Drug Administration confirmed the presence of
unapproved genetically engineered com in some grocery taco shells,
and Monday announced plans to begin testing other com-based products to see if they have been contaminated, too.
"We plan to test other processed com products, though there has
been no determination yet exactly which products," an FDA official
said. "It's a logical follow-up to the whole incident. We didn't expect
to find unapproved pesticide in the taco shells, but we did. So now
we'll look to see ifit is anywhere else."
In addition, the FDA plans to issue an official recall of the Taco
Bell taco shells, marking the first recall of a bioengineered product by
the agency. The recall was based on the FDA's determination that the
shells posed a potential but limited threat to human health.
The move will be a technicality since the taco shells were already
recalled last month by their distributor, Kraft Foods, which found the
com in its own tests. The recall underscores the seriousness of the
incident for the biotechnology industry.

Gaza long ago became a familiar
feature of military occupation. It is
the rage playing out in the streets of
Israeli Arab villages and the mass
demonstrations airing on their nightly television news broadcasts that
are shocking both Israeli Jews and
Israeli Arabs.
Israeli Arabs, Palestinians who
stayed when the Jewish state was
declared in 1948 and their descendants, make up 20 percent
of
Israel's population. Although they
do not serve in the army and suffer
from various forms of discrimination, they are citizens with full
rights to vote and hold political
office. With 11 members in Israel's
parliament,
they are expected to
take their grievances to the political
and legal arenas rather than the
streets.
In Umm al-Fahem, Arabs said
their anger is deep and will not
abate until the government makes
changes in the way it treats both
Palestinians in the territories and
Israeli Arabs.
Sharon's controversial visit and
the heavy casualty toll among Palestinians in the resulting violence in
the West Bank and Gaza Strip triggered the violence inside Israel,
Umm al-Fahem demonstrators said.

High COurt Opens Newest Tenn
Under Glare of Media Spotlight
NEWSDAY

POST

urue
eaths

Solemn-faced as usual, the nine
Supreme Court justices took their
places on the nation's highest bench
Monday with nary a blink at the
glare of the political spotlight suddenly focusing on them.
"I am pleased to announce the
2000-2001 term of the court is now
open," Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist intoned to conclude the
court's three-month summer recess.
He was following the script traditionally used on the first Monday
in October to formally end one court
term and begin a new one. Rehnquist then ordered publication of
"the orders" - the hundreds of
appeals the court was rejecting -
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Situation for Noon Eastern Daylight Time, Tuesday, October 3,2000

Colorful Days Abound
By Rob Korty
.

STAFF METEOROLOGIST

While there are several ominous features on the morning satellite
images, Bostonians are in store for a beautiful couple of days. A large gale
covering a large fraction of the western Atlantic Ocean will continue to
move further east today. Meanwhile, Hurricane Keith is slowly and erratically moving over the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico and the coast of Belize.
Many weather models suggest that Keith may eventually move northward
into the southern Gulf of Mexico, though there are still several days to
watch the system evolve.
Across the Northern Plains states, a push of Canadian air is migrating
south. Parts of Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado risk seeing some light
snow over the next few days. High temperatures in the 40soF (4-1 O°C) will
be common across the Dakotas and Minnesota by Wednesday. This cooler
weather will spread east, so expect a cool (and damp) weekend here in New
England.
Until then, however, Boston will bask in at least partly sunny skies and
mild temperatures. Today the high may flirt with 80°F (27°C). Expect only
a few high, thin clouds today and tomorrow. Temperatures will stay mild
through the middle of the week before more autumn-like readings return on
Friday. Incidentally, the fall foliage will be at its peak across much of
Northern New England this week. The parade of colors will migrate south
throughout the month of October.

Extended Forecast
Today: partly sunny, with a high of 79°F (26°C).
Tonight: clear; low near 58°F (l5°C).
Wednesday: partly cloudy with a high near 75°F (24°C).
Thursday: partly cloudy, with a chance of showers by late in the day.
High near 70°F (21°C), low near 55°F (13°C).
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Gore, Bus Prepare for Debate
As Polls Remain in Dead Heat
By Dan Balz
THE WASHINGTON POST
BOSTO

Vice President
Al Gore and
Texas Gov. George W. Bush meet
here Tuesday night for the first of
three high-stakes debates, as a new
Washington Post-ABC News Poll
shows that the presidential
race
remains the closest in at least two
decades.
Five weeks before the election, a
persistent gender gap continues to
define the battle for the White
House. The Post-ABC poll showed
women strongly supporting the vice'
president, with men nearly as solid
in their support of Bush. The poll
also shows that Gore continues to
maintain an edge on several issues

Both campaigns recognize that
the candidate who makes the best
impression
on the voters in the
debates will emerge with a possibly
decisive edge heading into the final
weeks of campaigning.
Tuesday's debate, sponsored by
the bipartisan Commission on Presidential Debates, will run for 90 minutes, beginning at 9 p.m. EDT and
will be held at the University of
Massachusetts
at Boston campus
near the John F. Kennedy presidential library here.
The debate will be aired on most
major television networks and cable
news networks, with the exception
of NBC and Fox. PBS' Jim Lehrer
will moderate all three of the presidential forums.

important to voters this year, including education.
In a four-way contest among
likely voters, Gore stood at 48 percent, Bush at 46 percent, only marginally changed from a month ago
when the two were even. In the new
poll, Green Party nominee Ralph
Nader had 3 percent and Reform
Party nominee Patrick J. Buchanan
had 1 percent. In a two-way matchup, Gore led Bush 51 to 46 percent.
The inability of either candidate
to gain an obvious advantage in the
race has helped to heighten the
stakes for the debates, which will
provide Bush and Gore with their
best and perhaps last opportunity to
influence wavering or undecided
voters.

Dallas Company Hired to Retrieve
Victims from Russian Nuclear Sub
By Maura Reynolds
LOS ANGELES

TIMES
MOSCOW

Russia signed a high-risk, highprofile contract Monday with Halliburton Co., the Dallas-based energy services giant formerly headed
by GOP vice-presidential candidate
Dick Cheney, to retrieve the bodies
of sailors who died aboard the
Kursk nuclear submarine when it
sank under mysterious
circumstances Aug. 12.
The agreement, which cans for
Halliburton's Norwegian affiliate to
send a diving platform, diving bell
and deep-sea divers to the accident
site off the northern Russian port of
Severomorsk this fan, improbably
links two of the summer's biggest

news stories: the U.S. presidential
election and the futile effort to' rescue the submarine's 1I8-man crew.
In Russia, the U.S. connection to
Halliburton
was given far less
notice than the question of whether
the salvage operation is possible or
even necessary.
Russian navy officials have said
that most crew members were probably killed instantly and that many
of their bodies are likely to have
been burned or destroyed. Moreover, even many of the crew's family members have asked the government to leave the bodies buried at
sea - according to naval tradition
, - and use the money to assist survivors. ,
"Let the submarine be their tem-

porary tomb, as a time-honored
sailors' custom has it, until everything is ready to raise the whole
ship together with the crew," 78 relatives of the dead sailors said last
week in a joint letter to President
Vladimir V. Putin.
The government has been resolute about retrieving the bodies,
perhaps because Putin personally
made the promise as part of his
damage-control efforts. The president was criticized at home and
abroad for remaining on vacation
during the bungled rescue operation
in the Barents Sea.
Retired Rear Adm. Nikolai Mormul said the operation' is likely to
bring up no more than pieces of a
few bodies.

Page 3

ader Moves Crowds But Not Polls
THE WASHINGTON POST

It wasn't exactly the grand entrance expected of a presidential
candidate. Green Party nominee Ralph Nader was an hour late for a
campaign stop in East Liverpool, Ohio. He had taken several wrong
turns, gotten stuck behind a tractor. And when he finally arrived at
the school, no one had bothered to reserve him a parking space.
Don Chaney, 78, of West Virginia was angry Nader had kept him
waiting while holding a hurried news conference. "I'm so mad at
these people I could cry," he said.
But, like many of the 200 supporters who hung around Wednesday, Chaney still firmly intends to vote for the consumer advocate.
Although handicapped by lack of funds to finance luxuries such as
chauffeurs, chartered planes, security staff and bag carriers, Nader is
attracting crowds of hundreds - and sometimes thousands - to
events and rallies nationwide. His campaign may not have the slick
professionalism of his rivals', but that hasn't prevented him from
attracting enthusiastic followers.
But, impressive as his support on the ground often appears, that
excitement isn't reflected in polls. National support for Nader, as high
as 7 percent this summer before the major parties' conventions, now
languishes below 5 percent. Marshall Wittmann, a senior fellow at
the Hudson Institute, said Nader has "moved from being an exclamation point to the danger of becoming an asterisk."
"The wind came out of his sails when Gore had his populist transformation," Wittmann said.

Lottery to Award 50,000 U.S. VISaS
NEWSDAY

Up to 50,000 green cards conferring permanent residency in the
United States are up for grabs again as the diversity visa lottery gets
under way now through noon Nov. 1.
The lottery, which started Monday, makes the green cards available to citizens from countries that have not sent more than 50,000
immigrants to the United States in the last five years. The visas are
distributed randomly under the program and allow recipients to live
in the United States permanently.
Citizens from Canada, China (including Macau), Colombia, the
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Haiti, India, Jamaica, Mexico,
Pakistan, the Philippines, South Korea, the United Kingdom and its
dependent territories (not including Northern Ireland) and Vietnam
are not allowed to enter the lottery this year because of high recent
immigration from these countries, according to the State Department.
Entries for the next lottery are being accepted for the rest of this
month. They will be selected randomly and winners will be notified
from April to July 200 I, officials said.
Entering the lottery is free, and there is no special entry form.
Applicants are asked only to write down such basic information as
their name, date and place of birth and mailing address and to send
the information along with a photograph.
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Editorial

H. Williams and former Dean 'of Student Life Margaret R.
Bates, have announced their decisions to leave the administration. This pattern is further evidence that Dorow was the final
piece of MIT's plan to change their administrative landscape
and revise the residential system.
If MIT felt that Dorow was directly responsible for the negative circumstances surrounding Krueger's death, having him
leave the Institute before the settlement would have raised suspicions. That he remained at the Institute until after the Krueger
settlement may have allowed MIT to use his departure as another sign that it is making efforts to change.
Dorow's departure also brings up the issue of the relationship between students and administrators, and the expectations
which should be placed on administrators. Throughout his term,
Dorow fought hard to preserve the FSILG system and advocated
strongly for the wishes of the students he advised. Despite his
awareness of problems with the system and the permanent association he will have with Krueger's death, Dorow performed his
job as a student advocate and advisor as effectively as he could.
Unfortunately, the message that this situation sends to other
administrators is that they may be faced with the possibility of
taking responsibility for student actions, and will then move closer to a policing role rather than an advising role. Administrators
should serve primarily as advisors to students, recognizing that
they are adults and should be allowed to make decisions as adults.
Whether or not the departure of Dorow was related to the
Kroeger settlement, the lack of any information leaves no
choice but to suspect the worst. If MIT wishes to remain silent
on this and all other personnel issues, they must at least address
the suspicions raised on the string of administrator departures,
and assure the community that administrators will not be held
completely responsible for student actions. .
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The recent departure of Assistant Dean eal H. Dorow raises many disturbing questions about the state of the MIT administration as it continues to recover from the death of Scott S.
Kroeger '01. Although it is MIT
policy not to comment on personnel
issues, students are owed some sort
of explanation for his departure, especially given the timing and
manner in which Dorow left the Institute and the direct role he
played in students' lives.
The Tech believes that there was a strong possibility that this
sudden departure was related to MIT's efforts to revise its residence system following the 1997 alcohol-related death of Krueger.
The departure was announced very shortly after a settlement was
reached with the Kruegers, and during a period when MIT is very
publicly seeking to distance itself from the environment before
Krueger's death. Dorow had one of the most influential roles in
the administration of the FSILG system in which Krueger died
Other circwnstances surrounding Dorow's departure suggest that he did not leave without encouragement from the
administration. Unlike any recent resignation in the administration, Dorow left only two days after announcing his departure,
and provided very little notification to students. His farewell letter did not mention any reasons for his decision, not even stating the very obvious possibilities, such as his desire to spend
more time with his family, or his feeling that he had been in this
position for a very long time and needed to move on.
The possible firing of Dorow is perhaps one of the last
steps in MIT's effort to remove the administration of members
who played influential roles in creating and promoting the residential environment which MIT is now trying to move away
from. Since Krueger's death, many high-profile administrators,
including former Dean for Undergraduate Education Rosalind

Brett Altschul G,

Letters To The Editor
Settlement a
'Disturbing Precedent'
I find it appalling that an institution like
MIT believes it may be held liable for the
actions of members of its adult student body
that choose willingly to live without Institute
supervision, to the extent that they would pay a
huge ransom to the irresponsible student's family rather than battle rightfully for their other
students' civil liberties.
This sets a disturbing precedent for other
institutions to exert an increasing amount of
influence on the lives of adults who are affiliated
only by attendance in a classroom or by work in
a laboratory, simply to avoid costly court battles
initiated by those who share the greatest blame
for the person's ill behavior: his parents.
Where does this end? Is my employer to be
held responsible if I drink myself to death outside the office?
Incredibly, the melodrama still isn't over.
Before Scott Krueger's parents decided to pursue costly litigation against Fiji (no doubt
financed by MIT's concession), perhaps they
should have considered who was ultimately
responsible for Krueger's poor conduct. The
parents' "pass-the-buck" reaction to their son's
death has shed extraordinary
light on his
upbringing.
Kyle R. Rose G

not tolerate.
On October 13th and 14th, Citigroup will
be at MIT, hoping to woo some of the finest
minds in this institution into helping them
plunder the environment for profit. Citigroup
has funded some beneficial programs here,
but that surely cannot mitigate the environmental and social ruin they have cast upon
countries in Africa and across the globe.
They are North America's leading logger,
miner, and red-liner, undermining labor and
communities nationally and internationally.
Through credit cards, student loans, and
bank accounts Citibank (the consumer .face
of Citigroup) has taken my money or my fellow students'
money and used it to fund
high risk projects like the Three Gorges
Dam in China, which will displace over two
million people and drive many species into
extinction. This is not moving -us towards
any sane and sustainable economy, and we
must change it.
I ask you as a fellow student to please
reconsider
taking any position with Citigroup until they factor social and environmental costs into their lending practices. If
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.Quick Work ,at the"
IFC Leadership
Retreat
i

So Marissa Raymond ["Getting to Know
the Greeks: Fraternities,
Sororities Not 'as
Portrayed in 'Cult Factor', Sept. 29] spends
a weekend as the only non-Greek-affiliated
participant in the If'C'Leadership
Retreat,
and comes back so devoted to their cause
that she feels compelled to write a column.
Man, this brainwashing is stronger than
we thought!
Kevin E. Atkinson '02

Citigroup's
Destructive Practices
In light of Professor Chomsky's speech
on the World Bank, IMP, and globalization
this past Tuesday night, and the current
Career Fair climate, I think it is important
that we recognize that global problems can
begin and end right here at MIT as we
choose our employment futures. It is equally
essential that we know how we can solve
problems and when we are unknowingly
abetting behavior that we otherwise would
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you decide to attend their recruitment meetings, ask why they have mined in the Amazon, and why they profit from unjust community lending practices that keep poverty
permanent. Citigroup is the World's Most
Destructive Bank and does not deserve the
access they presently have to MIT students.
Vinay P. Kumar G.
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Is There aVest in Your Future?

Burning the
Surplus

paign, and many students' desire for a president who was an MIT undergraduate, someone who might have more first-hand experience of OUT unique culture. Last term, one
Eric 1. Cholankeril
Corporation member who sat on the Vest
search committee told me that if he had his
President Clinton's recent decision to
preference,MIT's next President would be
release thirty million barrels of oil from the
an alumnus.
evertheless, I think Chuck has been a Strategic Petroleum Reserve sets an extremely
great president of this Institute. His keen dangerous precedent. But more than that, it is
understanding of our student culture is a sign that the United States is increasingly
underrated. His compassion for our commu- drunk on the current atmosphere of economic
success. With no obstacles in sight, we have
nity is true, though not always understood.
He has served as a great ambassador for sci- even started to remove elements of our crucial
ence and technology in America, and his national safety net, hoping to prolong our sucfundraising skills (very highly valued in this cess by risking more.
The oil reserve was created after the Arab
day) are great.
Furthermore, an internal candidate would embargo of 1973, to be used in a national
not necessarily be best for MIT going into emergency - in other words, a war, an
embargo, or an Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. But
the new millennium. By limiting ourselves
to our own faculty and alumni, our hubris apparently it doesn't take much these days for
a situation to qualify as a national emergency.
could cause us to miss many of America's
preeminent leaders in science and technolo- By releasing the oil, the United States is sending a clear message that it intends to use all of
gy education.
People at the Institute love to idly specu- the resources it has available to control the
late about how and when our esteemed Pres- price of oil. Much as the Federal Reserve buys
ident wiU leave us. For amusement value, and sells bonds on the open market in order to
I'll list some of the best rumored Vest exit control interest rates, the government is now
using its oil reserve as an economic tool.
scenarios I've heard around the hallways.
1) Vest stays until the Capital Campaign
ends in 2004, then leaves.
2) Al Gore wins the 2000 Election, and
Apparently, it doesn't
Vest takes an appointed post in Washington.
3) Vest stays until (fill in the blank
take much these days
administrator) is "ready" for the presidency.
4) Chairman of the Corporation Alex
for a situation to qualify
d' Arbeloff and Vest work out a deal; d' Aras a national emergenq.
beloff and Vest step down from their respective offices; Vest ascends to the Corporation
By releasing the oil,
Chairmanship.
5) The Boston Licensing Board, Camthe United States is
bridge License Commission, Inspectional
sending a clear message
Services Division, Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority, Darlene Krueger, the Boston
that it intends to use
Globe, Central Intelligence Agency, and
Napster strongarm Vest into stepping down.
all the resourcesit
I, for one, would like to see Chuck stay
around, perhaps for nearly two decades like
has available to control
legends Karl Taylor Compton did or Derek
the price oil.
Bok did at Harvard. However, when the time
does come, I do sincerely hope that the Corporation will follow the lead of Princeton
and Stanford and have not only trustees but
But by lending out the national gas tank to
also faculty and students on the search committee. I further hope that the search com- oil companies, the Clinton administration is
mittee not take arprovincial view, and con- sacrificing a fundamental element of our
sider a wide number of candidates from national security for the sake of a short-term
across the country. In that way, we can con- market intervention. Is that responsible, or
tinue to be the greatest science and technolo- even sensible? For one thing, it is not even
gy educational institution in the land.
clear how long the relief on oil prices will last.
The oil companies are essentially borrowing
the oil from the U.S. government, meaning
that they eventually have to pay it back plus
interest. So while the price may dip down, the
issue is far from dealt with.
case, I believe that the human desire to because we had no choice as to the matter,
How can the Clinton administration lower
escape the burden of responsibility, if only' we bore no responsibility for the cathartic
prices and keep them low? Well, it's fairly
for that comes with free will and responsi- act. This abdication of freedom affords us obvious that releasing oil from an emergency
bility, is manifested in no small part.
the excuse to experience, ironically, what we reserve was a last resort option, unless there's
It was Sartre who professed that mankind
most truly desire. With intoxication comes a secret underground oil storage facility that
is condemned to be free; an inexorable
the same liberating abdication, as we are no one knows about. So in order for their
corollary of freedom is that there is an ever- free of the stifling dictates of our judgement
release of five percent of the reserve to be at
burdensome responsibility thrust upon us, as and rational faculties. The conclusion thus all effective, speculators must believe that
we are accountable for the natural and soci- reached recalls the most unoriginal premise they would release even more oil if the need
etal
conseof alcohol conarose. (Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson,
quences of our
sumption
as an the incompetent who bungled the Wen Ho
actions. Whatescape mechanism,
Lee case, had been pushing for a whopping
The desire to manifest
ever impulses
but in actuality,
ten percent of the reserve to be released.)
we
harbor
inebriation would
But this brings us back to the fundamental
these
sodally
unacceptable
within us we
be not an escape,
point, which is that the reserve is really meant
cannot deny,
but instead a com- only for national emergencies. So the governimpulses was at one time
though societal
plete submission, to ment can't possibly release much more withsatisfied by such mechanisms as
mores,
our
the incorrigible
out being strongly criticized for jeopardizing
"better judgewoes and drives
our national security. Everyone realizes this,
Trnth Or Dare, whereby
ment," and our
that besiege us.
which is why the release of the oil may tum
conscience
To return to the out to have been a complete waste. Speculawe were (Jorced" into
compel us to
original subject of tors may bid up the price of oil, knowing that
censor
'and
contemplation, I am the Clinton administration won't be able to
performing tasks that
restrict these
personally of the respond without causing serious risk to the
satisfied these desires,
impulses.
view that being
Gore campaign.
By impuls-'
master of these driThe main damage done was to set a very
and
because
we
had
no
es, I mean not
ves and trials is bad precedent. Future administrations may
only
those
preferable to being look back on this and figure, hey, we could
choice as to the matter,
physical inclian indentured ser- use the reserve to interfere in the market too.
we bore no responsibility
nations that are
vant to them. How- It may even become acceptable policy to do
most certainly
ever, to each his or so. Why would the Clinton administration
for the cathartic
latent in the
her own, and each make such a poor decision?
modus operan- .
-'--'-'--__
is entitled to whatThe sad truth is that Governor Bush is
di of college
ever whets his or right that this was somewhat of a political
students, but also the various impulses that her whistle (thanks to political correctness, I ploy. The relief will last through the fall;
recall our animalistic ancestry: the impulse can increase my word count substantially).
prices will probably not rise until after the
for tribal (or cultic, as the case may be)
I think, however, that it's worthwhile for election in November. President Clinton ultimulti-polarization, aggressive competition
every individual to consider not only the mately made the decision after Gore decided
and envy, domination, and, of course, the immediate consequences of an action, but to take a tougher stance on the issue. Indeed,
impulse to be unique.
also its philosophical and psychological
Clinton has probably succeeded in pushing
The desire to manifest these socially
foundations and ramifications. For my part, off, at least for a few months, any inflationary
unacceptable impulses was at one time satis- I would consider the psycho-philosophical
effects that may threaten to destabilize the
fied by such mechanisms as Truth Or Dare, ramifications of my theories espoused in this economy.
whereby we were "forced" into performing
article, but I need another drink. Of Earl
It's too bad the oil may not be around
tasks that satisfied these desires, .and Grey, what else?
when we need it. But who cares, right?

in national searches either. Alumni will usually have a advantage, while external candidates can bring "perspective." In the two
The next year will be a relatively chaotic most recent examples, Chicago went external to grab Cornell's Provost, while Stanford
year in American university leadership.
A week and a half ago, Howard Shapiro stayed internal and chose its own Provost.
announced he would step down as President At Harvard, the names most frequently
of Princeton at the conclusion of the acade- bandied about are the Provost and Dean of
mic year. Last May, Harvard's Neil L. the Business School (those crazy Hillary
Rudenstine announced that he would step Clinton rumors should be ignored).
There is one pool that may be hotly condown this June. Combine that with E. Gordon Gee's sudden departure from Brown last tested: non-white guys. None of the Ivies in
winter, and three top universities are looking question have ever had anything but a white
for new leaders.
guy president. In the early 1990s, the last
time
this
What does this
many highmean for MIT? Well,
profile searchaside
from rival
An internal candidate
es coincided,
schools having a bit
Wellesley
of a power vacuum, it
would not necessarily
President Nan
doesn't have a direct
Keohane was
impact, really. The
be bestjOr MIT going
a highly covindirect impacts could
into the new millennium.
eted candiprove
interesting,
date.
She
though. MIT faculty
By limiting ourselves to
accepted the
will certainly be up
presidency at
for these jobs. It
our oumfaculty and alumni,
Duke.
makes it more difficult for President Vest
Once the
our hubris could cause
pool is narto step down anytime
us to miss many
rowed,
the
soon. The fact that
search commany high-level presAmericas
preeminent
mittee must
idential searches have
choose a canbeen taking place
leaders in sdence and
didate.
But
lately is interesting by
,technology education.
who is on
itself. In addition to
these commitHarvard, Princeton's
tees? They are
and Brown' s searches, Stanford and .the University of Chicago always stocked with trustees. Sometimes
named new leadership earlier this year, and administration and faculty members are
the search for a chancellor of the University invited onto these committees. But what
of Texas system (with the nation's second about students? MIT's search which resulted
largest endowment, to Harvard) is still ongo- in Charles Vest (after the Phillip Sharp
debacle) did not include students. Harvard's
ing.
With these prestigious jobs- up for grabs search for a Rudenstine replacement will not
include students. However, Princeton's comin an increasingly technological society,
MIT faculty are sure to be in the running. mittee will include two undergrads and a
Notable faculty and administrators interview grad student; Stanford has included two stufor top jobs all the time; it's just that stu- dents.
With many high-profile vacancies, I susdents don't hear about many of them. For
every former Dean of Science Bob Birge- pect President Vest would find it difficult to
neau (now President of the University of leave, even if he wanted to. Vest was
Toronto), there are several more that get to Provost at Michigan (the .former home of
Princeton's Shapiro) before coming to MIT,
the final-round .interview stage of other
major universities and state university sys- and he's: been here 10 years now. Despite
tems, only to tum down the offer, or lose out what you may hear, there is no "gentleman's
on the job.
rule" of a ten-year presidency, though that
These Ivies won't necessarily be compet- does tend to be the median for high-profile
ing for the same nationwide pool of talent. presidencies. Even so, would we really want
~Whilethe era of only internal appointments Chuck to leave?
is over, selections aren't completely found
I know all aboutthe "Chuck Vest" cam-

Matthew L. McGann
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Hedonism, Inebriation at MacKeggor
Roy Esaki .
Granted" it was late Saturday night, and I
didn't yet feel the impetus of imminent
doom that would have compelled me to
start my homework, but it was solely in the
interests of journalistic edificat-ion that I
went to my first MacKeggor drinking event.
As a person for whom an enjoyable Saturday
night would involve living vivaciously
through an X-Files rerun with the amenity of
a comforter and a cup -of Earl Grey inmy
hands, I do not mean to evoke the usual
irony suggested by "journalistic interests."
No, it was to contribute to my brown study
on the motives and intentions of this quintessentially collegiate phenomenon of the
mass induction of inebriated stupors that I
spent a full five minutes of my weekend thus
engaged.
The prevalent view among most of my
contemporaries seems to be that of hedonism-based moral relativism and unbridled
self-determination: as long as no direct harm
is inflicted on others in the process, one has
the prerogative to undertake any endeavor,
regardless of motive or consequence. This
franchise includes the inalienable right to
freely wallow in one's crapulence (the
words one leams from a cartoon show), and
wallow many students happily do.
My observational experiences are limited, and personal accounts nonexistent, so
my ensuing contemplations are not judgments or imperatives, at least not for now;
thus I leave it to the reader to account for
my inexperience.
It seems one may strive to become inebriated for intrinsic enjoyment, or for the
pleasurable outcomes of the impairment of
one's self-consciousness and better judgement (all the more enjoyable if it's someone
else's judgement
that's conveniently
impaired). In the far more prominent latter

act.
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As at most universities, at-risk behavior
occurs from time to time in MIT's dormitories, fraternities, sororities and independent
living groups. Currently, all of our EMTs are
Campus Police officers: while they can effectively save the lives of students needing the
first response of EMTs, they cannot cease to
be police officers while on duty.
Thus, the immediate risk of sanctions for a
number of violations (e.g., providing alcohol
to minors, underage possession and consumption of alcohol) at times causes members of
living groups to "wait and see" if a person
needs an EMT response, when under other
circumstances an ambulance would be called
without hesitation.
When speaking with Ben Hinson, president of the American Ambulance Association,
I explained our current policy to him. He stated that our current policy is "insane" and stated a case, in Kalamazoo, Michigan, where it
was shown that combined police/EMTs are
ineffective. According to him, for EMTs to be
effective, they "have to be the good guys."
He continued, explaining in other words
that our CPs may certainly be competent
EMTs. However, the fact that they place the
GRTs, RAs, living groups and outsiders at the
risk of legal sanctions, as well as the individuals in question, means that people are less likely to call upon them in the event of an emergency.
This creates a dilemma for those of us of

the UA. We believe in supporting and endorsing only behavior that conforms to the laws of
common sense. Howev r, it i our opinion
that those who fail to behave in such a manner
should not suffer a detrimental physical injury
as a re ult. We are of the opinion that if someone is in need of medical care, this should not
be detained by fear of immediate adverse con-

This creates a dilemma for
those of us of the VA. Uk
believe in supporting and
endorsing behavior that
coriforms to the laws of
common sense. However, it is
our opinion that those who fail
to behave in such a manner
should not suffer a detrimental
physical injury as a result.
sequences, either to an individual or to all or
part of a living group.
The likelihood that a student needing EMT
attention would actually receive such attention
must be increased. Also, by knowingly maintaining a system that has been demonstrated to
be of poor quality in other instances, the Insti-

tute places itself in a legally liable position.
We do not propose that students not be
held responsible for their actions. If an outside
emergency medical service (such as Professional Ambulance) determines that they are
legally obligated to report an action to the
authorities,
then by all means we support
them. There are many cases, such as sexual
assault, where it is clear whether the intervention of law enforcement officers is necessary.
The hospital would also be required to report
such cases, thus providing a double assurance
that necessary cases would be reported.
However, given that these institutions are
much more familiar with maintaining confidentiality, and only disclose information at
their discretion and/or at the request of a
lawyer, it also allows a double assurance that
the privacy of the members of the MIT community win be protected to the utmost.
We therefore request that the MIT administration implement a system whereby members of its community may be transported to a
medical facility without making public their
personal information. It is our suggestion that
this be done by modification of our current
agreement with Professional Ambulance, to
allow students to request them directly when
requesting medical transport. Professional
Ambulance may also determine whether or
not the capabilities of MIT Medical are sufficient for the case in question, and take them to
the closest appropriate facility.
Josiah D. Seale, a member of the Class of
2002, is co-chair of the UA Committee on Student Life. A version of this column was sent as a
letter to Dean for Student Life Larry Benedict.

In Defense of'N ew Restaurant'
Philip Burrowes

Q).
~

I

1 was unnaturally excited about the opening of the restaurant on the first floor of Stratton. The food was good, as 1 remembered, but
not exactly of Bertucci's caliber, so 1 wasn't
truly excited by the
culinary prospects. It
turned out that 1 had
become addicted to my
meal card. That thing
could do it all: open
doors, borrow books,
and buy soda if 1 could
ever find a vending
machine that would
take it. This new
restaurant would present one more function
for that unassuming
piece of plastic. Several obstacles
arose,
however,
before
1
could taste those buffalo wings 1 remembered, this time with the
aid of my multifaceted meal plan.
To begin with, like any MIT initiative, it
was delayed. 1 faintly recall a scheduled opening in early September, but verifying that
would require research, and if we've learned
anything from the Spanish-American
War
(besides the fact that our flag doesn't shield

women*), investigative journalism is evil.
There was definitely an opening scheduled for
the eighteenth, leaving me quite surprised
when it was indeed open on the evening of the
twenty-first.
1 didn't notice any actual buffalo wings on
the menu, leaving me to wonder if 1 had actually ever eaten at Networks, but I did notice
the name. Lobdell had
posted its new operating hours outside its
doors (I was once
again pleasantly surprised to fmd out that
new
Lobdell hadn't stopped
its breakfast
hours
until the new restaurant had opened;
1
have actually come to
expect such bureaucratic miscommunication) with a cheerful
reminder to visit the
new restaurant. Only,
the message didn't read " ... the new restaurant." There was no "the," and ''New Restaurant" was capitalized.
At first, I was appalled. They had dumped
''Networks,'' a term which actually appears in'
a large number of the courses at MIT and yet
also described the social scene of your average university dining area, but for what? 1

I imagined an MIT student
body so unimaginative and
apathetic that the best
submission for the
name
had come from one smugly
sarcastic Course IV major
who stumbled from the
Dome Cqfe one day.

imagined an MIT student body so unimaginative and apathetic that the best submission for
the new name had come from one smugly sarcastic Course w** major who stumbled from
the Dome Cafe one day. Worse yet, perhaps
Aramark, had become so totalitarian as to create a contest that only it could win. 1 shuddered at the thought.
.
Then, something odd happened. I started
referring to the place as "New Restaurarit','r.
and it grew on me. If fit in so perfectly with
the MIT naming scheme (or lack thereof).
Suddenly,
the named seemed satirically
poignant, and 1 imagined it as the work of
some Course XXN major who had decided to
live among us for the day. Nobody really networked at Networks anyway.
Supposedly the actual name isn't "New
Restaurant,"
and will be determined later.
W ell, I say we relish the name it has now
while we still can. Throw parties in its honor.
Write poems in praise of its perpetually precative praenomen. But don't eat the food. It's
nasty.
*It should be obvious. 1 mean, it's only
cloth. Yet, it was the subject of a Richard
Harding Davies' expose during the SpanishAmerican War. Yes, the fact that 1 researched
that borders on irony. Sorry.
**1 have nothing against architecture. 1
/ike the Dome Cafe and the Rotch. Plus, they
have supercomputers.

Tools of Tomorrow
Guest Column
Mike Barker

c

As the manager of the Educational Media
Creation Center, a center charged with working on integrating web-based technology into
education at MIT, I applaud your comments
and interest in the issue of how to use this
technology in the pedagogical effort. Your
September 26th editorial "Debugging 6.001"
poses several critical observations about the
role of web-based lectures. It also has kind
words to say about the PIVoT project which
we helped develop, and I thank you for that.
However, your editorial stance seems to
call for a return to the traditional lecture, perhaps with a supplementary role for web-based
technology, and I think that's a mistake.
First, 1 think we need to understand that
web-based lectures and traditional -lectures
with web-based supplements
are only two
points in a large multidimensional
space
which we are still exploring and creating.
Web-based technologies provide us with a
broadening range of ways to develop pedagogical approaches in that space. There are
many ways to combine web-based multimedia

presentations of material, collaborative tools,
forms and other web-based tools with interactive "face time," and we are just beginning to
understand how to use these combinations to
support rich learning by students with different cognitive styles. Thus there are many
more approaches than
just~tionallectures
with some web-based
support or web-based
repetition of traditionallecture content.
Second, it is criti-cal to realize that we
are living in the midst
of radical change in
the pedagogical enterprise. While we may
want to return to the
traditional lecture, the
explosion of information and knowledge
will not give us that
luxury. Instead of demanding our right to
sleep through lectures, we need to consider
how to use the rapidly increasing channels of
communication
available
to us (e-mail,
zephyr, discussion board, shared whiteboard,
etc.) effectively to make the time we spend

together a powerful learning event.
Finally, I'd like to challenge your readers
to help us develop the educational initiatives
of tomorrow. MIT is at the forefront of this
field, with educational technology projects
both large and small which will shape the
future. At our center,
we are working on projects to put multimedia
technology in place to
support
education
throughout
MIT, and
we need your help. We
need people who are
interested in the intersection of education
and the web to make
those projects great.
We need you: to
explore the range of
possibilities; to live the
changes that surround
us; and to take a
chance and build your dreams of the future of
education. We need you surfing the blast from
the firehose on a cyberweb.
Catch that wave!
Mike Barker is the manager of the Education Media Creation Center.

I think we need to understand
that web-based leautes and
traditionai iedures with webbased supplements are only two
points in a large multidimensional space which we are
still exploring and creating.
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Highlightsjrom Musicals
Creativity from Constraint
By Amy Meadows

malism could have constrained the range of . the format, one of the possible reasons for
its success. Although there are many possisongs, it only showcased the vocal talents of
ble constraints,
the review format allows
the actors more clearly. (Credit is also due to
more freedom to choose the way in which it
Katherine Bryant who tackled some rather
has an effect on the audience. Although a
difficult songs, such as the Phantom medley,
play has cohesion, it also is rigid in the timon the piano.) For 'another song, the props
ing, staging, and order of its performance.
consisted
only of several black boxes.
Highlights from Musicals took advantage of
Although lack of props usually harms a play,
all of the resources made available by this
the cast used the boxes creatively: as a bed
less restrictive
review format. Although
in "I Could've Danced All Night;" as chairs
Highlights would not work in aJJ contexts,
and tables in "Empty Chairs and Empty
providing the cast with possibilities instead
Tables." Everywhere there was a possible
of finalities made the performance more valdisadvantage in the music, the format, or the
ued by its players and therefore more varied
set-up, the cast turned it into an advantage.
and interesting to watch.
The audience also seemed receptive to

mances of Highlights. With Cemocan Yesil
'03 as a mute gypsy (an interesting dynamic
in a production fuJI of songs), the song not
Directed by Caroline McEnnis '03 and Cemoonly contrasted with the more traditional
can S. Yesil'03
Broadway songs but also provided depth and
Choreographed by Kathryn Phillips, Niyati
substance to the performance as a whole.
Gandhi '02, and Caroline McEnnis '03
Cemocan Yesil '03 also brought a powerWith Jesse Cox '03, Niyati Gandhi '02, Sephir
ful performance to HighHamilton G, Caroline McOEnnis '03, Kathryn
lights. Specifically, as the
Phillips, Anne Rhodes G, O.B. Usmen '03,
Phantom in a medley of
and Cemocan S. Yesil '03
songs from The Phantom
Piano accompaniment by Katherine Bryant
of the Opera, Yesil, along
with Kathryn Phillips and
overing a broad range of songs, HighSephir Hamilton G, closed
lights from Musicals surpassed many
the first act with a memoof the possible problems and conrable dramatic and vocal
straints of the typical musical review.
performance.
Because it
Highlights was performed this past weekend
was a medley, the Phanin Killian Hall.
tom act had more plot and
Without the context of a play, the perfordrama than did many of
mance, consisting of many songs from many
plays, sometimes loses .its impact on the audi- , the other songs. .
At the same time, the
ence. The format is undoubtedly tricky. To
levity was maintained by
maintain a proper sense of balance requires as
songs such as "Master of
much talent as the performance itself. Highthe House," a humorous
lights from Musicals achieved this balance by
song sung by and about a
.bringing out variety and emotional depth in
corrupt innkeeper in Les
the songs as well as the musical talents of the
cast .
.
Miserables.
A personal
favorite' was the light,
Starting out with an old standby, "There's
amusing
"Luck
Be a
No Business Like Show Business," Highlights
Lady."
Sung by Onur
quickly proceeded into more diverse material.
Usmen '03, "Luck" was as
Combining many different types of songs, the
much in the swinging style
review certainly had breadth, including both
of Frank Sinatra as of Guys
the easily recognizable ("If I Were a Rich
and Dolls.
Man," from Fiddler on the Roof) and the less
Personally,
I was
well-known ("I Know Him So Well," from
impressed
because
the
Chess) ..
performers
transformed
, There was not just a surface impression of
what could have been
breadth; the individual songs also had their
very little into a lot. For
own depth and power. In "Monica's Waltz,"
Anne Rhodes G powerfully sang of the fan':' instance, the only accomtasies of a deprived girl. "Monica's Waltz"
paniment
was on the The cast of Highlights frvm Musicals performs "Master
piano. While this miniprovided one of the most compelling perforSTAFF WRITER
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Shear Madness

Meet the Parents

A,Contrived Comedy That is Cut and Dry

-Tag Team 'of Laughs

By Erik Blankinship
STAFF

WRITER

Charles Playhouse
74 Warrenton Street
Tickets: $34. For reservations, call (617) 4265225.

A

rriving at the Charles Playhouse to see
Shear Madness,
I felt as if I had
entered the studio of a long-running
, yndicated sitcom. The set is a worndown but permanent fixture, and the audience
engages in bouts of synchronized laugh track
style laughter at thesilliest jokes. Since Lwasn't laughing at first, I chalked up the jovial
mood at the bar at
the back of the auditorium, which serves
decently priced alcohol.
Laughter is contagious, and when
everyone around me
wac; doing it, I found
myself joining in, in
spite
of myself.
"America's
longest
running comedy" is
admittedly running
low on belly laughs,
but it does provide some good chuckles here
and there as the mystery unfolds.
You've probably heard about Shear Madness. Almost everyone who eyer took a
junior high school trip to Washington, D.C.,
made the obligatory
trip to the Kennedy
Center and saw Shear Madness. The production lasted for over a decade there and is
now' being taken to other soon-to-be permanent venues like the Charles Playhouse in
Boston.
If you are unfamiliar with the format, here
is a brief introduction to the interactive theater
of Sheer Madness. The actors in the play will,
from time to time, tum to the audience 'for
their opinions, impressions and assistance in
solving the mystery. Unlike improv comedy,
where the actors must invent entire scenes and
characters from audience suggestions,
the
1

actors in Shear Madness act out small choreographed vignettes. Pulled from a repertoire of
responses to every conceivable audience comment, the prepared jokes are performed with
good comic timing.
~ The acting is not forced, which is good
given that the characters are mere caricatures. There is the Boston street cop, trying
to get to the bottom of the mystery with the
audience's help. There is the gayer-than-gay
hair dresser who flirts with the men in the
audience. There is the old rich woman who
scowls at the audience when they tum on
her.
In a choose-your-own-adventure
book,
there are multiple endings
to
the story. You
could put your
finger
on one
page, and jump
ahead to the different endings.
And
most
of
- these
endings
(sometimes
roughly)
completed the story.
Not so in Shear
Madness.
Despite my effort to just enjoy the' hackneyed
jokes, f found myself groping for some semblance of a plot in vain. But this is no whodunit: this "is who cares, with some jokes
thrown in for passing the time.
Someone is killed, everyone could have
done it, and in the end, nothing adds up one
way or the other. The mystery is that the plot
really doesn't matter. But by the end of the,
night you laughed a little, right?
Unlike those choose-your-own-adventure
books, you probably won't find yourself going
back to the Charles Playhouse to see how the
different endings unfold. But seeing it once
makes for a pretty good time. Then again, you
could just wait- several years until you are a
chaperone on your own kid's field trip to D.C.
or Boston - Shear Madness will probably
stillbe playing then.,
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of the House" from Les M/serables.

By Ryan Klimczak

but vain attempts to impress his future
father-in-law.
Directed by Jay Roach
The entire film is a continuous sequence of
Produced by Jay Roach, Nancy Tenenbaum,
laughs, from the indoor pool volleyball scene
and Jane Rosenthal
to the polygraph scene where Jack hooks Greg
Written by Jim Herzfeld
up to a lie-detector just to have "some fun."
Starring Robert DeNiro, Ten Polo, Ben
"Greg," a grave Jack asks, "have you ever
Stiller, Jon Abrahams, Blythe Danner
watched pornographic
videos?" "Umm ...
PG-13
no," Greg lies sheepishly.
With the exception of Stiller and Jon
rom the director of Austin Powers
Abrahams (Scary Movie), Jay Roach's cast is
comes this remake of the 1993 comecomprised of actors who less known for their
dy where young Pam (Teri Polo)
work as comedians but more as dramatic
brings her boyfriend
Greg Focker
actors. Blythe Danner (The Great Santini and
(Ben Stiller) home to meet her parents. Her
Husbands and Wives) as Pam's mother serves
father, Jack Byrnes (Robert DeNiro) instantas the level-headed and charming accompanily decides that he's unimpressed
by his
ment to Jack's skepticism and suspicion. Her
daughter's husband-to-be, and what follows
innocent, non-judgmental, and non-assuming
is a disastrous
family weekend,
during
character
merges well into the comedic
which things just keeping getting worse.
scenes, and she lends some believable
From losing the family's cat to giving Pam's
naivete. "Greg," she says, ''you have a very
sister a black eye, nothing goes right for
unique last name, how's it pronounced?"
Greg when he tries to impress Pam's intimiGreg replies, "Just like it sounds, F-O-K-Edating and gung-ho father ..
R" "Oh," she says "Fucker."
DeNiro personifies what one would expect
Actually, one of the most over-played
as the father-in-law from hell. It is remarkaspects of the movie is Greg's last name.
able and unexpected that DeNiro could solidScene after scene, they continually use his last
lyportray a comedic role, considering his earname to refer to him, which becomes tired and
lier and less successful attempts in Wag the
annoying.
Dog and Analyze
This. It is, however,
Throughout the film, each scene snowDeNiro's antagonizing, subdued, and menacballs into another, which in tum leads to a
ing style that lends such a hilarious and stark , even more more hilariously ridiculous scene.
'contrast to Stiller's consistent array of jokes,
For example, Greg accidentally overflows
mishaps, and constant sarcasm. It is the
the septic, tank, which then floods the backunderlying misconceptions,
paranoia, and
yard during Pam's sister's wedding. Then the
tension between these two characters that
tank ends up spraying mud all over the' familend the movie its greatest comedic strength.
ly, and sets the backyard on fire. This snow"I will be watching you [Greg], and if 1 find
ball effect is skillfully played out with explothat you are trying to corrupt my first child, I
sive humor.
will bring you down, I will bring you down to
Meet the Parents provides an offbeat and
Chinatown."
novel twist on the usually sappy genre of
After a disappointing streak of less sucromantic comedies. It successfully incorpocessful films like Mystery Men, Meet the
rates original and twisted humor into its plot.
Parents proves to be one of Ben Stiller's
Greg battles the father-knows-best mentality
greatest
comedic
performances
since
of his in-laws in a hilarious concoction of
There's Something about Mary. As Greg,
confusion and false impressions.
Stiller shoulders
the bulk of the film's
"Did you want to marry her?" "I did,"
humor with his witty sarcasm and hilarious,
Greg replies, ''until I met you."
STAFF

WRITER
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was soggy and not

Kenmore Cheap Eats
Food Options on the Other Side of the Charles
By Jumaane Jeffries and VI X e
STAFF REPORTERS

An ra C fe
472 Commonwealth Ave.
Open Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 12 a.m.
and Saturday and Sunday 10 a.m. - 12 a.m.
Delivery hours 12 p.m. - 12 a.m. every day
(617) 437-0404
Ankara Cafe is a small restaurant just east of
Kenmore that's best known for its numerous
frozen yogurt options. Ankara's is the closest to
Tosci's that Kenmore has to offer, with its conveniently priced ($2-$3) 40+ yogurt flavors in
addition to its quaint college atmosphere. Its
decor includes sports logos, while its small size
gives way to very crowded situations, which
makes its outdoor eating area pretty appealing.
In addition to serving good frozen yogurt,
Ankara's is also a place to get a substantial
meal. Pizzas ($4-$10), wraps ($4-$6), and deli
sandwiches and soups (various combinations
for $6) make for tempting dining options.
The wraps are huge and by far the best deal.
The chicken caesar wrap is surprisingly good
with crunchy croutons, crisp fresh romaine lettuce, marinated strips of chicken breast, and
bacon bits tossed in for some flair. The chicken

contains just the right amount of seasoning.
The deli sandwiches are just as good, and
the corned beef sandwich is highly recommended. However, the chicken florentine soup we
tried was less than stellar, so we suggest skipping the soup and going straight for the dessert.
With flavors to mix and match, the frozen
yogurt is amazing. Ankara's pulls a neat trick:
rather than having ready-made flavors, they
take plain frozen yogurt and then blend in
whatever you order, be it Twix candy bars,
cookie dough, or even an assortment of fruits.
Each one is made to order, and the generous
portions makes them a steal at $2.49 apiece.

at all crisp .. Sadly enough,
even Lobdell's has served up better. The only
redeeming point was that the hearty pasta marinara was served up steaming hot.
They have limited outdoor seating, but these
seats are nice for people-watching. Located next
to Fenway Park, Baldini's gets most of its business before and after ballgames. Pizza ranges
from $8.50 to $15.99, and you can get it by the
slice. Along with the usual salads and pastas,
they also have a few sandwiches and wraps for
about 4- 5. Take-out and delivery are both
options, though my advice would be to skip this
place and try out any of the other Kenmore
Square restaurants reviewed here.

BurritoMu
642 Beacon St.
Hours 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.
(617) 266-8088

To be honest, BurritoMax seems like your
typical Mexican snack source, something
Baldini's
along the lines of a decent dine-in Taco Bell.
However, this Kenmore Square staple really
532 Commonwealth Ave.
exceeds expectations.
Open every day 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
A major hangout, somewhat surprisingly,
(617) 267-6269
for BU's alternative scene (according to one
reliable source), BurritoMax is also an unexTypical of your neighborhood pizza joint,
pected haven for health nuts, as the menu
Baldini's has quick service, loud decor, and colboasts healthy choices from its veggie options
lege students streaming in and out. Disappointto its all-natural ingredients. The colorful
ingly, though, Baldini's falls short of even modwell-lit restaurant is even faster than its fast
est expectations. Simply put, the food is bad.
Tasting like it had been sitting on the counter all . food counterpart.
Going for something out of the ordinary, we
day, the chicken and broccoli calzone I ordered
sampled both the grilled fish and BBQ pork
was cold on the inside - the cheese had
burritos ($4-$6). Both were of your standard
already solidified. The "freshly baked dough"

tasty variety, but the fish had something going
for it. The fish was actually genuine, even conjuring thoughts of authentic grouper sushi.
There's no processed Filet-o-anything
going
on here. They don't add extra oil to their beans,
and the grilled fish is always fat free.
However,
don't order too much. The
nachos (which are served fresh and hot,
topped with a chili that is laden with a generous amount of ground beef and steak) gives
much more food than one would expect from
an appetizer. Lighter fare includes a variety of
tacos (approximately $2 each), but be sure to
remind 'em to dress them up - specify what
you want in the taco or you may end up being
disappointed.

DeIiDaus
476 Commonwealth Ave.
Open every day 9 a.m. - 3 a.m.
(617) 247-9712
Perhaps one of Boston's most happening
punk rock dives, Deli Haus is one of the few
places in Boston to eat past 1 a.m. The Haus
blends old-school diner service with newschool progressive appeal. A dizzying array of
suspended flourescents and a miniature jukebox accompany the restaurant's overwhelming music. The waitresses also fulfill their role
in giving Deli Haus that extra attitude, so
much so that I feel ashamed just for using a
cliched term like "attitude."
The Haus has enough, um, "personality" to
serve sandwiches like the Velvet Elvis, which
is filled with grilled peanut butter and banana.
Or, if you're looking for something more normal, appetizers run from $3-$5; main courses
. cost $5-$11, and desserts go for around $4-$6.
It's your standard diner fare; not your first
choice for quality, just fairly decent deli and
hot sandwiches and dinner plates. Even so,
some dishes stand out, like the Kenmore Melt,
a delicious sandwich with grilled chicken and
honey mustard on rye.
With its selection of larger dishes, such as
the chili cheese fries or the bean-buried
nachos, it's a good place to hang out and chill
over a $4 appetizer or two. But, most importantly, it's the only place to go for breakfast
now that moP's gone .
.India Quality
48.4 Commonwealth Ave.
Open Monday through Friday 11::30a.m. - 5
p.m., Saturday and Sunday 11:30 a.m. -,11 p.m.
(617) i67-449..9
~_ ,,"', ' l

~
Yes, there really is a genuine" somewhat
formal restaurant in Kenmore Square, and it's
India Quality. Unless you're severely claustrophobic, you'll appreciate the pleasantly dim
lighting, quaint formal setting, and appropriate
light music. The restaurant is just big enough to
host a bar, though the size is not necessarily a
hindrance if you're engaged in conversation.
In terms of the kind of flavor you'd expect
from Indian food, India QUality is of mixed
quality. Of the breads (which range from $3$5), we tried the Keema Paratha, a bread.
stuffed with chopped lamb and peas. It was
only decent, and desperately needed some
spices to kick up the flavor.
The Shrimp Saag lunch plate, while not
very meaty, was wonderfully aromatic, with a
little spice thrown in as an extra. You can
specify mild, medium; and hot for any of their
dishes, but use caution, as the Saag we
ordered was supposedly on the "mild" side. '
In general, luncheon specials cost between
$5-$7, and regular dinner plates range from
$9-$11. In the rare event that you ever take a
more formal dining excursion into Kenmore,this may be your only bet.
Pizzeria Uno
1 Kenmore Square
Open every day 11 a.m. ::"'12:30 a.m.
(617) 262-4911
Surprisingly, Kenmore's Pizzeria Uno differs quite a bit from its Back Bay counterpart.
It's an Italian Pour House! It's more like a bar
. 'than anything else - the entire setting is similarly reminiscent. Sports and alcohol abound
here, in addition to Uno's renowned Deep
Dish pizzas, which - if. served hot - can
really satisfy your craving for Italian food.
The single, servings go from $6-$8 and the
dishes for two or three run from $11-$13.
It seems kind of odd to order something
other than pizza from Uno's. After aU, how can
you not order the pizza? In the case that you are
indeed adventurous enough to do so,' then you
can choose from the "Standard National Franchise Dishes" portion of the menu. Its pasta
offerings ($8-$12) secure Pizzeria Uno's status
as the place for Italian in Kenmore. Or if you're
not in the mood, then perhaps some hearty
sandwiches ($7), meaty platters ($8-$14), or
various salads ($3-$10) will do.
Go to Pizzeria Uno for, at the very least, the
safest bet in casual food dining. Or go for some
of the best pizza around.

I
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BOOKREVIEW

OneGoodTum
A Natural History of the Screuidrioer and the Screw
By Jane Maduram

T

echnically, I agree that one shouldn't
pick a book by its cover. There are
times, however, when the cover and
the book are exceptionally well
matched and the art on the cover reflects intentionally or not - the writing within.
This is one of those books. The tastefully
glossy cover is framed by a tastefully rusted
screwdriver
and screw, between which
the text (in a
tasteful font)
is placed. The
book (tastefulIy) demands to
be placed on a
coffee table.
Which is,
after all, where
it'd probably
do the most
good.
The
book; while
not by any
means dull, is
not quite grip-.
ping either. It
is, perhaps, the
literary equivalent of cocktail conversat ion
:
intelligent to
the point of
politeness, but
no more. The
writing style,
consisting of
I short vignettes
of
history
sandwiched
between the author's search for a more
ancient screwdriver, complements this ambience.
Admittedly, screwdrivers is not a topic,
. .which generally inspires passion, though the
author does wax rhapsodic for a sentence or
two on the virtues of a Robertson (as supposed to Phillips) screwdriver: "The square-

headed screwdriver sits snugly in the socket:
you can shake a Robertson screwdriver, and
the screw on the end will not fall off; drive a
Robertson screw with a power drill, and the
fully set screw simply stops the drill dead; no
matter how old, rusty, or painted over, a
Robertson screw can always be unscrewed.
The 'biggest little invention of the twentieth
century'? Why not."
There's little reason why a book like this
should be in
existence; it is,
after all, merely
an extension of
a New York
Times commissioned article
on the 'best
tool of the millennium.'
If one must
read
about
screwdrivers
and
screws,
however, this is
definitely the
correct book to
get.
Witold
Rybczynski,
the
book's
author and a
professor at the
University of
Pennsylvania,
built his house
by himself and
thus establishes
himself quite
concretely as
an authority in
tools and their
uses.
While the
book doesn't
bother with justifying the importance of the
screwdriver, Mr. Rybczynski moves quite
fluidly from source to source while chronicling the evolution and earliest sightings of
the screwdriver. He comes across as being
quite knowledgeable of the historical as well
as practical background of his tools and integrates his citations quite nicely. In between,

VOIetuians around the globe celebrated World Vegetarian Day.
ill Boston centered around promoting vegetarianthe Boston Vegetarian Food Festival The 2000 FesSatlWay ...,........
~ 14, from 10 am, to 6 p.m, at the Reggie Lewis
Boston. The event includes free food, speakers, and
Adn:Hlsi1M1

. • <1tttp:/Iwww.bostcmveg.orgffoodjestl>.
rnullL
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~

Restaurant 1.oeated just across the
1OIJ1ew1118t of a hoIe-in-the-walJ teStaurant,

'1IIIiI1t"Hsm tJjffeIB

he inserts interesting bits of philosophy:
"Hand tools are true extensions of the' human
body, for they have evolved over centuries of
trial and error. Power tools are more convenient, of course, but they lack precisely that
sense of refinement."
At other times, he makes sublime comments on the nature of invention, such as
when he describes the evolution of the -buttonhole: "There was no scientific or technical breakthrough ... yet the leap of imagination that this deceptively simple device
required is impressive. Try to describe in
words the odd flick-and-twist motion as you
button and unbutton and you realize just
how complicated it is." Another time, the
author quotes an old craftsman as to the ulti-

many

lOQCh speeiab, Imd

mate complement: "It was a pleasure to see
him handle a tool of any kind, but he was
quite splendid with an eighteen-inch file."
These intriguing gems of unexpected interest
are few and far between, however, and hidden between lists and quotations.
Overall, the book is a stroll from toolbox
to ancient library as it shares anecdotes and
dispenses cursory facts. While the writing is
aesthetically pleasing and the facts are mildly
interesting, the overall effect is that of a bland
tour guide or a forgettable museum. This may,
of course, be a satisfactorily lazy way to
spend a summer Sunday after picking the
book off a coffee table, but it decidedly does
not justify the time it takes out of a problem
set filled weekend.
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Bell ," i played throughout various new
scenes, heightening the suspense. Various
ounds were amplified in order to shock
viewers. In one scene, in which the lights
flicker suspiciously,
the phone suddenly
rings loudly, not only frightening Regan's
mother (played by Ellen Burstyn) but also
the viewers. Special sounds such as the
grinding noise of the demon turning its head
was created by crushing pieces of credit

The Exorcist
The Version You'veNever Experienced
By Raja

ohan

Directed by William Friedkin
Screenplay and novel by William Peter Blatty
Starring Ellen Burstyn, Max von Sydow, Lee
J. Cobb, Kitty Winn, Jack MacGowran, Jason
Miller, and Linda Blair
Rated R
e-released after 27 years, the new version of The Exorcist has been received
with interest, as it's been termed The
Scariest Movie of All Time. Getting
tickets for newer movies such as Almost
Famous or Bring it On is much easier than
finding a ticket for The Exorcist. However,
people who haven't seen the old version of
this movie should definitely go to the nearest
theater to catch the new version.
The new Exorcist has eleven minutes of
footage not found in the original release. This
footage was cut from the original version
mainly due to decisions made by William
Peter Blatty, the writer of the screenplay and
the novel. One of the anticipated new scenes
involves a crabwalk done by Linda Blair, who
plays Regan, the possessed child. The scene
was taken out of the original version because
it was considered to be vulgar and would not
flow well with the chain of events. The crabwalk was shocking, as Regan spewed forth
blood while rapidly crawling after two of the
characters. The crabwaIk was a difficult scene
because the director had to employ a contortionist to teach Linda Blair how to crab walk
down a staircase.
Another interesting scene that was added is

cards. Many natural sounds were added in
order to create a more mysterious mood.
In spite of the new scenes and special
effects, most people (except for avid fans)
would find the new version to be rather dry.
But viewers who still have not seen The Exorcist should definitely watch the new version in
theaters in order to decide for themselves
whether or not this film deserves the title of
Scariest Movie of All Time.

a final conversation between the detective
investigating the death of Damien Karras, the
priest who carried out the
exorcism,
and one of
Damien's
friends. This
conversation gives a different feel to the film's resolution.
Although
Blatty
believed this scene would
juxtapose well with the end
of the movie, the director
originally
cut the scene
because he felt it was not
the right resolution.
Another cut scene was
a prelude to all of the scientific examinations done
on Regan. Doctors felt
that Regan had nervous
problems and Ritalin was
the answer to her disorder. The director did not
add this scene to the original because he felt it was
quite confusing, which is
something I agree with.
The worst part is that
when the doctor quotes
what Regan said, Regan's
mother smirks.
The picture
won an
Academy Award for Best
Sound.
In the recent
release,
many sounds
JOSH WEINER-WARNER
BROTHERS
were edited;
even new Unda Blair, Max Von Sydow, and Jason Miller In The Exorcist. WIth eleven minutes of extra scenes and
ones were added.
The revamped sound effects, the new version of this classic Is a must-see for avid fans and people who have
-,original theme, "Tubular
never experienced the old version.

MUSIC REVEW

Radiohead: Kid A
New and Fruitful Paths
By Dan Katz
STAFF WRITER

When Radiohead
released their third
album, OK Computer, it swiftly and assuredly
became my favorite album of all time. After
hearing Kid A, which hits shelves today, I'm
not sure how it affects OK Computer's rank. I
wouldn't call Kid A a better album, and I
wouldn't call it a Worse album; I'd have to
call it a very very different album, one that's
difficult to compare to the band's previous
work, much less anyone else's. Despite, or
perhaps because of its eccentricities, Kid A
manages to become a beautifully cohesive
piece of art and one of the best albums
released this year.
The disc opens with "Everything In Its
Right Place," a stripped down arrangement of
organs backing soft but intent, repeated vocals
and a weird distorted backup vocal. The sound
of the organ gradually morphs from organic
(no pun intended) to tinny and electronic, a
transformation that foreshadows a fundamental aspect of the album itself. Over the past
few years, Radiohead has been lauded for
their creative and innovative use of guitars.
For this album, the band nearly abandoned the
instrument, pursuing a more electronic sound.
Have no fear though, traditionalists; apparently the band recorded over thirty songs, some
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electronic and some guitar-based, and most of
the guitar tracks will surface on a fifth CD as
soon as this spring.
The album continues with two contrasting

explains their reasoning. "Treefmgers,"
for'
songs. The first is the title track, a bizarrely
example, a drumless, lyricless,fiowing ambiminimalist mix of bells and a stuttering drum
ent piece is almost nothing OIl. its own. Here,
beat. The second, "The National Anthem,"
however, as a bridge into "Optimistic,"
it
starts out with a much more approachable
serves as a wonderful
introduction.
"In
groove under the distorted lyrics "Everyone
Limbo" and the untitled hidden track are simijust stop the fear." The song continues pretty
lar, songs which might not hold up on their
routinely,
'until at
own but which fit into: the intricate design of
some point, a slightly
-the album perfectly.
~
unexpected nightmarDespite the holistic natu~e of the album,
ish cacophony
of.
I'm still drawn to songs that work well inde-:
hprns
and
saxopendently. The ascendirig and descending guiphones bursts in and
tar lines of "Optimistic" make it extremely
takes over. These
memorable,
and my favorite track on the
songs sound comalbum, "Idioteque,"
channels the spirit of
pletely different, and
Aphex Twin, assembling a soundscape of
yet they share an
spooky" urgency that is made doubly powerful
eerie feeling of disby Thom Yerke's
selectively
anguished
tance that is present
vocals. And of course, long-time fans of the throughout
the
band will be happy to see a traditional live
album,
tying
the
favorite and a song that almost appeared on .
songs
togethQ!
OK Computer, "Motion Picture Soundtrack," .
despite
the 'wide
which is transcribed onto organ (taking the
range of styles.
album out where it came in) and is given a
Kid A has been
funereal yet vaguely triumphant background.
available
for free
, As with Radiohead's other albums, many
streaming download
stories and structures could be placed to the
on the Internet
for
sequence of songs on Kid A, but whatever the
some
time
now,
purpose of its arrangement, there is an undenibecause
the band
able flow between the songs. Together, the
wanted it to be lispackage is pleasant to listen to, thought-protened to in its entirevoking, original, and compelling. The band
ty,
rather
than
deserves immense praise for returning from
through radio singles.
one of the most tense stages of their existence
While this approach has not been very sucand delivering an album that, along with The
cessful (the album's catchiest track, "OptiBends and OK Computer, belongs in any CD
mistic," was alternative radio's most added
collection.
.
track last week), listening to certain tracks

This your ticket to even more tickets. As a writer
for The Tech'sAns section, you'll be invited to
many of the area's finest events, from MIT productions, to concerts and movies. We're always looking for new writers, so drop us a line if you're
'- interested in becoming a staff writer.
You can reach the Arts editors at
<arts@the-tech.mit.edu> or 253-1541.
(Ask for Rebecca or Annie.)
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Dedication, Commitment, and Tenacity
MIT Alumnus Rows in 2000 Olympics '
By Sonall Mukherjee
StAFF

REPORTER

Hamilton, the MIT men's heavyweight crew
coach, remembered that Tucker, though an
excellent swimmer with specialty in long distance, started out as an average rower. "Usually, when a person is not a good sculler in
the beginning, you're never going to be one

As the 2000 Olympics come to' a close in
Sydney, Australia, many athletes who represented the United States at the Games will
return home. Some will come bearing medals,
and others will not. However, in the spirit of ~~~'
Tucker became one of the best rowers in
the Games, it is important to realize that every
athlete comes home bearing a torch Of honor the country, but it took him nine years to perfect his technique and get him where he is
and dedication.
An example of this spirit resides in a mem- today. "When he started, he was an average
ber of the MIT alumni community: Steven rower for nationals," said Hamilton. "But he
Tucker '91 competed in the Sydney Games as stayed with it and became an internationally
a member of the US rowing team. Tucker,who famous rower."
Tucker's experience with rowing began
majored in physics at the Institute, competed
in men's lightweight double sculling with his with MIT crew, but graduation did not mean
rowing partner, Conal Groom, a graduate of the end of his participation in the sport. He
Georgetown. Even though the team did not became part of the Riverside Crew Club for
medal, placing 11th in the Olympics, the story three years. Afterwards, he went down to
behind the commitment Tucker put into his Augusta, Georgia to practice at the U.S. Rowevent reflects upon his character and is a ing Training Center. He also trained with
reminder why all US Olympic athletes return Charles Butt TIl, the men's lightweight crew
coach at Harvard from 1997 until the
as true winners.
Tucker was part of the MIT crew team, Olympics.
JeffMyjak '91, one of Tucker's teammates
but, surprisingly enough, did not join crew
until his senior year. He first tried out the at MIT remarked upon Butt's commitment to
sport on an ergometer, a machine that imi- Tucker's training. "He spent a lot of time with
tates the motion of rowing, at his fraternity, him, and most coaches will not do that." This
Delta Upsilon, when he' was a junior. Gordon. type of hard work led to many honors for

.

Tucker even before the Olympics.
He made his first national team in 1997,
competing in lightweight singles. In 1998, he
placed 9th in lightweight doubles at the
World Championships with his partner Greg
Ruckman. In 1999, he won sixth place with
his current Olympic partner, Conal Groom,
at the same event. This summer, Tucker competed in the Lucerne Pre-Olympic Regatta in
Switzerland and placed sixth in that competition as well.
"There is a pretty significant level of competition at [lightweight] events. It's a small
pool of opportunity, especially at the
Olympics. This point gets lost on a lot of people," Myjak remarked on the topic of Tucker's
amazing ability to penetrate the competitiveness ofthe sport.
Tucker's track record and his history in
the world of crew reflect well upon his character, and he is openly praised by many of
his coaches, teammates, and friends. Butt
described him as a modest, generally amiable person and a thinker. "He's an MIT
physicist. He likes to think about how things
are and how to make them better," said Butt.
"If there was ever a bad row, he would wait
and think about it, and put together why it
happened. [To him], improving is a matter of

problem solving."
True to the spirit of an MIT student, Tucker also made use of the available technology
by using machines, such as a Pace Coach, that
would let him try different strokes and figure
out which one was most efficient under racing
circumstances. "He is very thoughtful, which
makes him effective in the boat. He has sent
himself to the top of world rowing - he
belongs in the world of top rowing," Butt said.
Myjak agrees with him when he described
Tucker as "a hardworking person who focused
on his goals and pursued them." Hamilton,
summed it up in three words: "dedication,
commitment, and tenacity."
Steve Tucker started out as an amateur
rower and ended up at the Olympics through
hard work and sheer strength of will. He currently lives in Medford, Massachusetts with
Groom, Myjak, and Matt Kaminsky '91, in a
house that they are currently renovating.
Tucker, who returns with Groom to the
United Sates on Wednesday,will come home
not the most decorated athlete in the
Olympics, but certainly one with an amazing
story about how he got there. This inspirational story should not be lost on either future
athletes or anyone who has ever believed they
can excel at something important to them.

The Big Race 2000
"don't ask, don't tell" policy. Gore believes that gay adop- supports them. Gore is against parental consent or notifications should be considered on a case-by-case basis. Bush tion and supports an expansion of Medicaid abortions, which
.Al Gore and George w.' Bush, the two major presidential opposes gay adoptions. Gore supports the Employee Non- are currently provided in cases of rape, incest, or to save a
candidates, differ greatly on the issues of liberties and civil Discrimination' Act, which would make firing an employee woman's life; Bush takes the opposite stance. Both sides,
,~ 'rights.- Although both oppose same-sex marriages, the details based on sexual orientation illegal. Bush is against this act. though, wish to reduce the number of abortions. Gore wishes
of their positions' on this' issue show the fundamentally dif- Gore wants to pass tougher hate crime legislation, including to allocate more funds to family planning and education.
ferent philosophies of the Democrats and Republicans. Gore coverage for sexual orientation, gender, and disability, and he Bush supports efforts to increase adoptions; he wants to
says that he is against calling same-sex unions "marriages" supports prosecution of these crimes under federal law.Bush make the $5000 adoption tax credit permanent.
On the issue of affirmative action, Gore supports a polifor religious reasons. He does, however, sUPPQrtcivil unions opposes expanding hate crime laws.
.
like those in Vermont and domestic partner protections and
Gore also plans to introduce a bill banning racial pro- cy to "mend it, not end it." He advocates solving the probrights for homosexuals. Bush, on the other hand, says that he filing. He supports scholarships for communities that , lems of inequalities created by the program, while keeping'
is personally against same-sex marriages and domestic part- have been historically underrepresented in the justice sys- the original intention of affirmative action, which is to
ner benefits for homosexuals, but would leave the legal deci- tern and grants to police forces that provide courses on extend opportunities to underrepresented minorities. Bush
wants to eliminate quotas and racial preferences; he sup_ sion up to the states.
_
preventing abuses.
. Perhaps the most apparent differences between the two
Abortion is another issue on which the two parties differ. ports "affirmative access" programs such as the Texas Ten
. candidates are their diametrically opposed views on homo- . .Bush opposes abortion except in cases of rape, incest, Of to Percent Plan, in which those who graduate in the top ten
sexuality. Gore supports allowing homosexuals. to openly save' a woman's life. Gore supports abortion rights and percent of their class are automatically accepted into any
serve in the military, whereas Bush wants to keep the current opposes restrictions on late-term abortions; whereas Bush state college or university.

,I'

This Week in MIT History
I

The Tech has historically had a much different focus than what students are familiar
with today. News of student group events and even Greek news were the majority of the
paper s content.
The topics of these articles indicate that alcohol was present and even sanctioned on
campus and that students faced the consequences as the adults they were. The following
briefs were published in The Tech with the headline "Fraternity Findings" on October 1,
1943.

UC BERKELEY,
GOLDMAN SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO,
HARRIS SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
FELS CENTER OF GOVERNMENT
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3,2000
Room 3-442, 77 Massachusetts Avenue
5:30 - 7:30 P.M.

PbiGa
Asa
the Fiji'
cleanbla
in,
d, and Ted Drake rode
st
,n wave
to the presidency, recording secretaryship, and correspondence secretary berth respectively.
No further news from the Fenway outfit is available but last reports indicated that all concerned were doing well.

'r

Baymaking Sigma Nu's
The western element of the Brookline house finally has gotten the hay ride that they
have been demanding for quite a while. The Sigma Nu's are planning to make hay while the
moon shines next Saturday night on the wagon jaunt to the Blue Hills. Brothers have
decreed that with the possible exception of horses there Will be no stags permitted. A new
regime has been elected to steer the brothers of Sigma Nu onward. Wilson Gilliat is the
new president, and Cort Ames is vice president. Jim Millar is secretary, Ed Andrews treasurer; Ken Scheid is rushing chairman, and Bob Landwehr is the IFC representative.

please join us to learn more about our programs ...
TRAINING POLICY LEADERS
Well respected among practitioners and professionals, these three schools
offer training programs to prepare graduates for effective roles as analysts and
makers of public policy in government, corporations and nonprofit
organizations, and as managers in government agencies, nonprofit
organizations, and corporate offices dealing with the public sector.
FELLOWSHIPS FOR UNDERGRADUATES
.UC Public Policy & International Affairs (UCPPIA) Summer Institute
Public service fellowsbipproqram for undergraduates seeking admission to
top-level graduates programs.
Refreshments will be provided
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Fun With Qlip Art
Aaron Isaksen

ACROSS

1 Obscuring hazes
5 Mardi_
9 Wetlands
14 On vacation
15 Make over
16 Madonna title
role
- 17 Matched
collections
18 All square
20 African flies
22 Epic by Virgil
23 End hunger
24 Convened
26 Coffee servers
27 Siammin'
Snead
30 Arabs and Jews
32 Players for $
33 Lady of Spain
34 Arctic surface
37 Jordan's
, nickname
38 Spread far and
wide
39 Oxford fellow
40 Formed:a lap
41 Surrounding
glows
42 Leader
43"
and Heloise"
.
45 Leaf homes

46 Encrvption
48 Network of
"Frontline"
49 Yachting trophy
50 Reluctant
'52 Babbles
56 Tiny unit of
volume
59 Caspian feeder
. 60 1n the shadows
61 "Hud" star Pat '
62 Houston school
63 Penn and Young
64 Nickname for
granny
65 Requirement

DOWN'
1 Speedy
2 Has-debts
3 Fence break
4'Sets of
principles
.5 Welcome
6 Guns it in
neutral
7 Kid's concoction
8 Chip off the old
block
.9 Apportion (out)
10 Line of inquiry
11' Banks

12 Writer Gertrude
13 Rounds of
applause
19 Parodies
21 For example
24 Trusted
teachers
25 Hammed it up
27 Hot tubs
28 Opera highlight
. 29 Italian sausage
30 Naval research
project
31 Gob
33 Surgeon's cutter
35 Surface layer
36 Linemen
38 Female
42 Actress Audrey
44 European capital
45 Crux
46 'The Plague"
author
47 Of sheep
49 "Cheers"
barmaid
51 Takes a chair
. 52 Anouilh or Arp
53 Buffalo lake
54 Speed along
55 Frome's vehicle
57 Rural stopover
58 Herbal drink

"We had to flee to Canada because the
American Boy Scouts didn't appreciate our
liberal interpretation of the Explorer badge."

MIT (ommuni~ytake extra 10% oR
Springer Yellow Sale prices.
SAVE UP TO 70% ON.MORE THAN
246 EXCELLENT TITLES.
Offer available until 31 De<ember,2000

Mexlto

.Spri,nger

CorOOricIgelbOOtl,
comer of Broodwoy ,

& Ames, one blod
from legoI Sea Foods

Four (ambridge (enter, (ambridge

BOOKS
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TechCalendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any losses, including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact information for all events is available from the TechCalendar web page.
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Tuesday, October 3
6:00 a.m. - 5:59 a.m. - Here and Away. Exhibition of photographs
and artwork created by staff members of Technique, the MIT yearbook. Contributors include MIT students and recent alumni, each of
whom presents two works: one with a theme of MIT, student life, or
the Boston area and the other with a topic outside of the Institute.
free. Room: Wiesner Student Art Gallery (2nd floor Student Ctr).
Sponsor: Technique Yearbook.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Mary A. Hannan: Breaking the Mold. A
series of images using multiple print processes to explore issues of
women's individuality and saneness. free. Room: Rm E52466 .
Sponsor: Sloan School of Management.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Peace Through Humor: VIsions of Peace
from the Hands of Children. Exhibition of paintings, hosted by MIT
Hillel. Curated by Maureen Kushner. free. Room: Wll, Religious
Activities Ctr, 40 Amherst St. Sponsor: Hillel, MIT.
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Flashes of Inspiration: The Work of Harold
Edgerton. An interactive exhibition celebrating the life and.work of
MIT legend Harold. $5; $2 students/seniors; $1 children 5-18; free
with MIT ID. Room: MIT Museum, N52 2nd floor. Sponsor: MIT
Museum.
12:00 p.m. - 12:50 p.m. - Studying Smarter, Not Harder!. Learn
how to study more effectively and efficiently. free. Room: 66-168.
Sponsor: Academic Resource Center.
12:00 p.m. - Asian Strategy In the 21st Century. Robert Wagner
will discuss Novellus' dynamic growth and strategies for capturing
the immense potential in the Japanese and East Asian semiconductor market. Lunch will be provided on a first come, first served basis.
free. Room: E38-7th Roor conference room. Sponsor: MIT Japan
Program.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Optical ~Ises Shorter than Two Cycles.
free. Room: Marlar Lounge 37-252. Sponsor: Research Lab of Electronics, Spectroscopy Laboratory. Rowland Institute for Science.
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Algorithms In Context: A New Approach
towards the Understanding of EgyptIan Mathematical Texts. free.
Room: E56-100. Sponsor. Dibner Institute.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Excel User Group. The purpose of the MIT
Excel User Group is to provide a means of support for members of
the MIT community. The topic for each month's meeting will be
announced in a mailing to all members of the list. The first fifteen
minutes is for new issues, Mure topics suggestions and a Q&A followed by a thirty minute presentation to be followed with 15 minutes
of Q&A on the presentation. All levels of users are encouraged to
attend. free. Room: N42 Demo Center. Sponsor. Information Systems.
2:30 p.m. - Studies of bacterial cooperative organization using
reactlon-dlffuslon models. free. Room: Building 2, Room 338. Sponsor: Physical Mathematics Seminar. Department of Mathematics.
3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Unconventional Micro- and Nanofabricatlon: Molecule-mlmetle Chemistry and Soft lithography. free.
Room: E25-111. Sponsor: Center for Materials Science & Engineering, Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering.
4:00 p.m. - Women's Soccer vs. US Coast Guard Academy. free.
Room: Steinbrenner. Sponsor: Department of Athletics.
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Granular Flows Particle Tracking Velocl~
try and Motion Statistics In Experimental Uquid-. Ruid Mechanics
Seminar. free. Room: 3-133.·Sponsor: Ruid Mechanics seminars.
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Beyond Athlon: What Next from AMD?
MTL VLSI Seminar Series. free. Room: 34-101 (Refreshments at
3:30). Sponsor: MTL VLSI Seminar.
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - fluid Buckling. free. Room: Room 3-133.
Sponsor: Ruid Mechanics seminars.
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Modeling and Control of Thin FIlm Processes. Abstract:This talk will address the modeling, control, and optimization issues involved in thermal processing and thin film deposition. The modeling and control design issues will be illustrated
based on our experiences with RTP (rapid thermal processing) for silicon wafers, RF diode sputtering deposition of GMR (giant magnetoresistive) materials, and MBE (molecular beam epitaxy) for III-V
nanoelectronic devices. free. Room: Laboratory for Information and
Decision Systems, room 35-225. Sponsor: LIDS Colloquium.
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. - Lectures on Operator Algebras, Noncommutative Geometry, and K-Theory (primarily for physicists). free.
Room: Room 4-231 at MIT. Sponsor: Harvard-MIT Mathematical
Physics Seminar.
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. - Lebanon: Post-WIthdrawal Symptoms. free.
Room: E51.{)95 . Sponsor: Center for International Studies.
6:00 p.m. 00 a.m. - Tech Songs, 1903. Institute Archives and Special Collections: Object of the Month illustrates how MIT students of
100 years ago found a common bond and an outlet for frustration in

10
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songs about undergraduate life. free. Room: Hallway exhibit case
across from Rm 14N-118. Sponsor: Institute Archives and Special
Collections.
7:00 p.m. - Women's Volleyball vs. Springfield College. free.
Room: du Pont Gymnasium. Sponsor. Department of Athletics.

oftransgendered people. free. Room: 34-101. Sponsor. Women's
Studies Program, Comparative Media Studies.
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - International Film Club Film seminar.
Consult our web page for this weeks title:
http://web.mit.edu/ifilm/www.
free. Room: 4-237. Sponsor: Graduate Student Council, International Aim Club.

Wednesday, October 4
Thursday, October 5
6:00 a.m. - 5:59 a.m. - Here and Away. Exhibition of photographs
6:00 a.m. - 5:59 a.m. - Here and Away. Exhibition of photographs
and artwork created by staff members of Technique, the MIT yearand artwork created by staff members of Technique, the MIT yearbook. Contributors include MIT students and recent alumni, each of
book. Contributors include MIT students and recent alumni, each of
whom presents two works: one with a theme of MIT, student life, or
whom presents two works: one with a theme of MIT, student life, or
the Boston area and the other with a topic outside of the Institute.
, the Boston area and the other with a topic outside of the Institute.
free. Room: Wiesner Student Art Gallery (2nd floor Student Ctr).
free. Room: Wiesner Student Art Gallery (2nd floor Student Ctr).
Sponsor: Technique Yearbook.
Sponsor: Technique Yearbook.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Mary A. Hannan: BreakIng the Mold. A
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Mary A. Hannan: BreakIng the Mold. A
series of images using multiple print processes to explore issues of
seHes of images using multiple print processes-to explore issues of
women's individuality and saneness. free. Room: Rm E52466 .
women's individuality and saneness. free. Room: Rm E52466.
Sponsor: Sloan School of Management.
Sponsor: Sloan School of Management.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Peace Through Humor: VIsIons of Peace
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Peace Through Hu~
vts~ of Peace
from the Hands of Children. Exhibition of paintings, hosted by MIT
from the Hands of Children. Exhibition of paintings, hosted by MIT
Hillel. Curated by Maureen Kushner. free. Room: Wll, Religious
Hillel. Curated by Maureen Kushner. free. Room: Wil, Religious
Activities Ctr, 40 Amherst St. Sponsor: Hillel, MIT.
Activities Ctr, 40 Amherst St. Sponsor: Hillel, MIT.
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Flashes of Inspiration: The Work of Harold
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Flashes of Inspiration: The Work of Harold
Edgerton. An interactive exhibition celebrating the life and work of
Edgerton. An interactive exhibition celebrating the life and work of
MIT legend Harold. $5; $2 students/seniors; $1 children 5-18; free
MIT legend Harold . $5; $2 students/seniors: $1 children 5-18; free
with MIT ID. Room: MIT Museum, N52 2nd floor. Sponsor. MIT
with MIT ID. Room: MIT Museum, N52 2nd floor. Sponsor: MIT
Museum.
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. - MIT Transportation Fair. Discover altemaMuseum.
12:00 p.m. - Noon Chapel Concert. Mark Small and Robert Torres
tives to commuting by car. Representatives from MIT Parking and
_Guitar Duo. Works of De Falla, Petit, Bach and others. free. Room:
Transportation Office, Charles River Transportation Management
MIT Chapel. Sponsor. Music Section.
Association, the MBTA, Zip Car, SEA Consultants, Boston Gas, Toy12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - EngIneering for Corporate Success In the
ota, Farina Bicycles and more. Farina's will be conducting free bicyNew Mllennlum. CC++ .Distinguished Cars Lecture series at The
cle inspections and will make minor adjustments as needed. CamMIT Media Laboratory Presents Richard Perry-Jones Lecture. 1pm
pus Police will also be on hand to provide MIT bicycle registrations
Informal Lunch. Ford Cars on Diplay. free. Room: Bartos Theater
and proper locking methods.Vehicles on display will include alternaBLD E15 Lower Level. Sponsor: Engineering Systems DMsion,
tive fuel vehicles, a Zip Car and a Safe Ride van. Win a free bike!!!
CC++(the Car Research Group). The Ford/MIT Collaboration, The
See the bike display for details. free. Room: Lobby 10 and Student
Industrial Liaison Program at MIT, Center for Technology, Policy and
Center. Sponsor: MIT Parking and Transportation. MIT Campus
Industrial Development, Center for Innovation in Product DevelopPolice, Charles River TMA.
I
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. - PowerPolnt quick Start. PowerPoint
ment.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Excel quick Start. This course presents
makes it easy to jazz up your presentations. Get an introduction to
an overview of Excel's basic functions, as well as some of its more
what PowerPoint can do. And out how to create shows. Learn how
powerful features and capabilities. free. Room: N42 Demo Center.
to use drawing tools, graphics, and create handouts. free. Room:
Sponsor: Information Systems.
.
N42 Demo Center. Sponsor: Information Systems.
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Experiences In Interactive Expression.
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. - The'New NATO. free. Room: E38-615.
Open discussion by visiting artists highlighting the history of interacSponsor: security Studies Program.
tive digital art & contemporary issues in the field. free. Room: Rm
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - spouses&partners@mlt - Japanese Flower
N52-390. Sponsor: Center for Advanced Visual Studies.
Arranging. spouses&partners@mit member Hiroko Matsuyama will
4:00 p.m. - Women's Soccer vs. Westfield State College. free.
demonstrate Japanese flower arranging techniques. Childcare proSponsor: Department of Athletics.
vided. free. Room: w20400. Sponsor: spouseS&partners@mit, MIT
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Very Fast Algorithmic SolutIons to Mu~
Medical.
Dimensional 81rth-Death Telecommunication Models. Refres~
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Mathematical Prog;ammlng In SUpport
ments to follow in E40-106. free. Room: E51-361. Sponsor: OperaVector Machines. free. Room: MIT Room 1-190. Sponsor: Singations Research Center.
pore-MIT Alliance/HPCES.
4:00 p.m. - Men's Tennis - Darbnouth College "B". free. Room:
4:00 p.m. - Men's Soccer vs. Brandeis University. free. Room:
Briggs Tennis Courts. Sponsor: Department of Athletics.
Steinbrenner. Sponsor: Department of Athletics.
4:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. - FUEL METERING EFFECTS ON HYDROCAR4:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. - Ribbon Tile Invariants, Part I: DominO and
Tromlno Tllings. Refreshments will be served at 3:30 PM in Room
BON EMISSION AND ENGINE STABIUTY DURING CRANKING AND
START-UP. Refreshments at 4:00pm. free. Room: 31-161. Sponsor:
2-349. free. Room: Room 2-338. Sponsor: Combinatorics seminar.
Sloan Automotive and Reacting Gas Dynamics Labs.
Department of Mathematics.
6:00 p.m. 00 a.m. - Tech Songs, 1903. Institute Archives and Spe6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. - Start-up Clinic. Attendees discover how to
cial Collections: Object of the Month illustrates how MIT students of
present a business plan to potential investors. Two pre-selected
100 years ago found a common bond and an outlet for frustration in
companies present their business plans and receive feedback from
songs about undergraduate life. free. Room: Hallway exhibit case
a panel of experts and the audience over an informal dinner. The
key learning points include how plans and presentations are evaluatacross from Rm 14N-118. Sponsor: Institute Archives and Special
Collections.
ed; what investors and evaluators look for, and how to fine-tune
7:00 p.rn. - 9:00 p.m. - Kenan Systems: Building A $81111onSoftplans and presentations. These events are limited to 60 preregistered indMduals. $35 for Forum members & students; $45 nonware Company And Managing Its Future. Live Satellite BRoadcast.
members. Room: MIT Faculty Club, Bldg. E52. Sponsor: MIT Enter- , free to students; $15 members, $20 non-members. Room: Kresge
Auditorium. Sponsor: MIT ENTERPRISEFORUM, INC.
prise Forum of Cambridge, Inc.
6:00 p.m. 00 a.m. - Tech Songs, 1903. Institute Archives and Spe7:45 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - MIT Women's Ch0r81e FIrst Rehearsal.
cial Collections: Object of the Month illustrates how MIT students of
Open to all women in the MIT community. New members accepted
through October 19. free. Room: Rm 10-340 (Emma Rogers Rm).
100 years ago found a common bond and an outlet for frustration in
Sponsor: MIT Women's Chorale.
songs about undergraduate life. free. Room: Hallway exhibit case
across from Rm 14N-118. Sponsor: Institute Archives and Special
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - Entre Nous - PIMo, VIolin and Percussion
JalZ. Dan Overholt, Paul Nemirovsky and Tristan Jehan are Entre
Collections.
6:30 p.m. - 7:15 p.m. - MITGaard Weekly MeetIng. free. Room:
Nous, a jazz ensemble. They are the latest installment in the weekly
Student Center, PDR#3. Sponsor: Society for Creative Anachronism.
Thursday Night Coffeehouse series. Take a study break and check
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - FIlm Screening of GendernautS. Free
out the newly renovated Coffehousel. free. Room: The Coffeehouse,
screening of Monika Treut's Gendemauts, a film exploring the lives
Third Roor Stratton Student Center. Sponsor: CAC Program Board.
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Presentation and reception
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October 23, 6:'30pm
Cambridge Marriott
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Case interview presentation

. Re$~me 'deadlln~: "October 24, 2000
Case workshop: October 30, 2000 .
·First'.ro·und.interviews: November 2, 2000
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For information on the application
'mit"pnd@bain.com
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process:

Diane Throop, Consultant
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Watch your ideas go. further.
At A.T. Kearney, we give your ideas free rein. You'll work
on a team where the sky's the limit for creativity and collaboration.
And you'll reach the destination of real client results.
-

A.T. Kearney invites all seniors to learn more,
about consulting opportunities at our corporate presentation:
Thursday, October 5th - Cambridge Marriott at 6 p.m.
RESUME DEADLINE

Monday, October 16th

FIRST ROUND

INTERVIEWS

Monday, November 6th

FINAL INTERVIEWS

Friday, November l Oth

~4Tl(EARNEY
Where your ideas make a difference.

www.atkearney.com
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Search Will Begin
For FSILG Advisor
Dorow, from Page I
said that the role of the new FSILG
advisor may be significantly
altered. 'It could be a different
job," said Brosnan, who believed
that Dorow "didn't have enough
time to do event planning for the
FSILG community" because of the
time he spent dealing with FSILG
inspections and building code
issues.
Despite this, Dorow said thai
"one thing I was really proud of was
the upgrades to the life safety systems" at MIT's FSILGs, which
include fire alarms and sprinkler
systems.
Dorow reflects on change at MIT
Dorow spoke extensively of bis
time at MIT, and described changes
which have occurred in both MIT
and outlying communities. He cited
the "growing intolerance for the
misuse and abuse of alcohol" and

the 'move to defer rush" as being
the most recent changes in the living
group community's development.
Dorow believes that, in order to
survive, living groups ' need to be
open to change ... doing things differently, and looking at themselves
differently than in the past."
Furthermore, he said that the
FSILG community as a whole will
evolve drastically in the coming
years, and will either reflect greater
numbers of graduate students and
females or include significantly
fewer living groups.
'I don't think that it is possible
that no one will suffer. As you
evolve, there is going to be change,"
he said.
Dorow said the IFC's preparation for the deferred rush will need
to include the ability to be flexible.
"There is a lot of demand to have a
plan. But there are going to be some
aspects of the deferred rush that
people don't anticipate."

DOMINION
ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING,

CONSULTING

AND

R&D

INC.

FOR INDUSTRY

Start your career off on the right track!
.Choose a challenging career with a recognized
leader on the cutting edge oftoday's technology.
On-campus interviews October 17, 2000.

Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday

Positions available in our Northern Virginia office for Chemical,
Mechanical, Nuclear, and Materials Engineers.
For more information, see our website: www.domeng.com

products are being made from the
paper, plastic, metal and glass that
you've been recycling.'
But to keep recycling working to
help protect the environment.

you

need to buy those products.

Strategic Decisions Group
(SDG)
Strategic Decisions Group (SDG) works with clients to
create, deliver, and protect shareholder value. Our
management consultants help clients make and implement
strategic decisions that will affect their performance for

I

AND SA'•• E~-

SDG serves the world's leading companies in virtually
every sector. We help "old economy" clients sense and
respond to the challenges of the new economy.

'SM

. _. ".,

._.~.

'~\.'-

··;.i

So look for products made from
recycled materials,

and buy them. It

would mean the world to all of us.

We also work with "new economy" clients to find the
confluence of risk, cost, and commercial value that will
To find out more about full time career opportunities see us

\

To ·receive a free brochure, write
Buy Recycled, Environmental

•••

Defense

Fund, 297 Park Ave. South, New York,
NY 10010, or call1-800-CALL-EDF.

This space donated by The Tech

Thursday, October 5, 2000
6:30 pm - 8:30 pm
University Park Hotel @ MIT

SDG

Navigant"
CONSUl

TINe.

INC.
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author of Snap to Grid & founder of mediawork

JAMES CAMP-THE

TECH

A whlte-jumpsult-clad
member of Massachusetts Peace Action,
based in Cambridge, helps to take down a fIfty..foot Inflatable missile presented in front of the Stratton Student Center yesterday
aftemoon. The missile appeared in protest of renewed research Into
a nuclear missile defense system, supported by both major presIdential candidates.

a
Even EZ.er than 1040EZ.

1i es a,

c. 3, 6 pm

IT E25-111, 45 Carleton Street, Cambridge
(near Kendall T)

Peter Lunenfeld is the author of Snap to Grid: A User's Guide to Digital Arts, Media and Cultures
(MIT, 2000) and editor of the Digital Dialectic: New Essays on New Media (MIT, 1999). He is the founder
of mediawork: The Southern California New Media Working Group, and teaches in the Media Design
graduate program at Art Center College of Design in Pasadena, CA.
about Snap To Grid:
In Snap to Grid, an idiosyncratic guide to the interactive, telematic era, Peter Lunenfeld maps out the
trajectories that digital technologies have traced upon our cultural imaginary. Lunenfeld uses "snap to
grid" as a metaphor for how we manipulate and think about the electronic culture that enfolds us. His
clear-eyed evaluation of new media includes an impassioned discussion-informed
by the discourses of
technology, aesthetics, and cultural theory-of the digital artists, designers, and makers who matter most.

authors@mit

is a series cosponsored by MIT Libraries and The MIT Press Bookstore
Info: 617 253.5249 • authors@mit.edu • http://mitpress.mit.edu/bookstore/events/
TII

DeloitteCons

t-ng.CQm

Come join us and find out about ari
exciting opportunity to help both start-up
ventures, as well as established Fortune
500 companies build their e-business
capability!

Date:
Time:
Room:

Thursday
October 5,2000
5:30 PM
4-145

Foromore information, please contact Teri KrlOX at
800-328-8782 x4123 or Jean-Rose Bishop at x2154

Introducing TeleFile from the IRS. If you are single and filed
Form l040EZ last year, you can file your tax return in ten minutes
by phone. Anytime. Check your tax booklet for information.

~..fa
fill'
o

o~the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Department

Cluzngingjor good.

TeleFiIe

It's free. It's fast. It. works.

October
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Enthusiastic supporters cheered Nader's attempt to participate
tonight's Presidential Debate, to be held at UMass-Boston.

Nader, from Page 1

Be

that Nader represents a number of
causes that appeal to students,
including the problems of "sweatshop" labor, environmental reform,
and health insurance. "Our parents
will be dead by the time global
warming hits, but we won't be," he
said.
David Van Strang, a retired Unitarian minister from New Hampshire, echoed the most common
refrain. "We've got to do something
to break the control of corporate
control over our entire society."

tre t.

Small Firm or Big Clients?
Yes.
Many people think they have to settle for working for small clients if they don't want to work
for a huge, multi-office consulting finn. Usually that's true. At Dean & Company, however,
you can be on a first name basis with the whole finn, including partners, and yet work for
senior executives at large corporations, private equity firms, and start-ups. We serve clients
throughout the U.S. from our Washington, D.C., area office, while traveling, on average,
"

)

1 to 2 days per week. If you want to work in a friendly, intimate strategy consulting

environment, but also want to impact large clients, Dean & Company may be the finn for you.

Information Sessions:
Undergraduate:
Moray Dewhurst, Vice President
Tonight, 5:30 P.M.
Room 4-153

Ph.D.:

Dean Wilde, Chairman
Thursday, October 5, 6:00 P.M.
Cambridge Marriott, Kendall Square
Send resumes by November 14th to:

Drop resumes off at Career Services
by October 26th

Kristin Miner • Recruiting Coordinator
8065 Leesburg Pike, 5th Floor • Vienna, Virginia 22182
Fax: 703. 506.3905 • Email: recruiting@dean.com

www.dean.com
Dean & Company is an

F.IfUIll opportunUy Employer

Nader for traditional populism
Nader and a bevy of warm-up
speakers, including former talkshow host Phil Donahue,
civil
rights activist Mel King, political
satirist Michael Moore, and Phil
Zin, author of the populist tome A

People's History of the United
States, managed to cover all of
these topics in a rambling afternoon
of speeches.
The topics, for the most part,
were traditional Nader populism.
However, the production, complete
with confetti and a Rage Against the
Machine soundtrack,
was out of
character for the usually austere
candidate.
Nader's address centered around
the issue of corporate control. If
given the chance to participate in
today's debate, Nader said that he
would ask Bush and Gore how they
planned "to shift power from the
hands of the giant corporations
which have a grip over our government, environment, workplace and
marketplace ... to the workers, consumers, taxpayers
and voters of
America?"
.
From this core question, Nader
called for a new national focus on
domestic issues. "We need a Marshall Plan to abolish poverty and
abolish class and race distinction,"

he said. That plan calls for repairing
schools, protecting the environment,
expanding mass transit, guaranteeing health coverage, and providing
affordable housing.
To fund this far-reaching program, Nader would dramatically
reduce defense spending and put
and end to what he termed "corporate welfare," tax breaks and incentives offered to businesses. The government should "focus on human
need over corporate greed," he said.
, Nader, as usual, snapped off a
variety of figures to back up his
arguments.
Corporations,
for
instance, pay only 15 percent of the
.total tax burden in the United States,
he said.
Nader also called for a reform of
the "criminal
injustice
system"
including a shift in drug policy to
rehabilitation and prevention from
punishment.
He showed a continuing willingness to attack his opponents. Gore,
Nader said, "doesn't know what it
means to stand up." His scorn for
Bush was even more evident: It's
.not a surprise Bush supports education, Nader said, since "he needs so
much of it."
Nader also continued to contend
that the two major parties hold identical stands on important issues and
have been corrupted by the current
campaign finance system. "Our
country is more important than your
fundraisers,"
he said. The Green
Party is running
without "soft
money" or donations from political
action committees (PACs). In one of
his more colorful turns of phrase,
Nader compared the reforms to "a
great green wind of justice that is
sweeping across this country."
What really united the variety of
supporters and smattering of causes
was a will, as Nader urged, to "build
a mighty progressive
political
movement."
"Why not today?" he asked.

It's a connected world.
Do your share.
For 30 ways to help the environment, write Earth Share,

3400 International
Was~n,

Drive ,~

in

Suite 2K .(AD4),

DC 200:>8.
This space donated by The Tech

.~
-...

_

Earth Share

•
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Committee.

E-mail address: ~";':"--:':'-'-"'---'-'L.ivingGroup 7
M~ilingAddress: ~~~~~~~~---.;;;~~;.;.,.,-

Degree pursuing: Bachelor

Master

"---'--

_

Doctorate

What exp.erience do you have that might be relevent to a position on the Spring Weekend Committee?
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
I,
1'
1
,I

What role might you like to play on the- committee? What other roles would you be willing to take,
as the needs of the committee d~ctate?

What ideas do you have for events to take place during Spring Weekend 200 I?

Feel free to attach additional pages if necessary.
Please return to W20-40 1 by Friday, October 13 at Spm. Direct any questions to spring@mit.edu

._---------------------~-------------------------------~----~-----------------------------_.
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Anything Is Possible
This is where the generation of new ideas lives.
Because we've built a global network of people who
see possibilities where others see confusion and risk
-

and who know how to turn those possibilities into

realities. And by working at internet speed -

propelling

dozens of companies and millions of investors into
. the
,

new economy.
We are propelling careers all over the world.
Morgan Stanley 'Dean Witter invites the Class of 2001
MBA graduates interested in Full-timeAssociate positions
in' Investment Banki~9 in Asia to complete our on-line
application found at www.msdw.com/career / recruiting.
The deadline to appJy is October ,6th. You may also
I

.

.submit your resume to Joyce Shavers at the address
listed below or contact us via telephone"J852.2848.6742,

fax, 852.2524.4186, or email, Joyce.Shavers@msdw.com.
Attention Joyce Shavers
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Asia Limited
3 Exchange Square, 30th Floor, Honq Kong

Careers

in Investment Banking Asia start

@ msdw.com/

career/

recruiting

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter is an Equal Opportunity Employer committed to workforce diversity, Morgan Stanley Dean Witter is a service mark of Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co,
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STAFF REPORTER

"Confidential emergency
ical transport" is a catcb-phrase
rently looming over the MIT
pus.

Feature

medcurcamThis

issue
has
recently
become
more visible because of a UA petition in support of this policy; however, students and administrators do
not necessarily agree on how this
policy should be carried out.
MIT has a history of controversy
over policies regarding alcohol, and
confidential
emergency
medical
transport is just one more topic in a
history of disagreements
between
the students and the administration.

.J.~ ~

I {/

Current MIT Icohol policy
The current alcohol policy at
MIT penalizes students if they are
under 21 and consume alcohol, serve
alcohol to an underage person, or do
not follow the proper procedures for
registering parties with alcohol.
The penalties for violations are
separated into two categories: Category I is consumption or possession
by a person under 21 years of age.
Category II is providing alcohol to a
person under 21 years of age.
At MIT, if someone is intoxicated and they need medical help, the
MIT campus police acting as emergency medical technicians are called
in to transport the victim to MIT
Medical.
Initially, the police's purpose is
to act only as emergency medical
technicians. Their primary concern
is the students' safety. However,
after the student is taken care of, the
police revert back to their role as

(j9
ACTIVAC
TECHNOlOGY'INC

Activoc Technology
is your locol
representative for:
Free pid up ond deMy of
rotlnlIle JllI1IP exdmges.

law enforcers and fiJe a report with
the name of the person and the
specifics of the incident
The police then perform
an
investigation, and if any laws were
bro en, they may hand out citations to people involved in the case
and inform the Dean's Office of
the citations. The violations
are
then examined
by the Dean's
Office and, if necessary, the student's case is reviewed
by the
Committee on Discipline to determine punishment.
The parents of the violator are
not notified, unless the penalty
involves the parents in some way,
such as monetary penalties.
However, MIT
edical itself is
completely confidential.
They do
not offer any information about the
victim to any outside parties including the Dean's office and the CPs.
As Associate Medical Director
William M. Kettyle said, ''We [MIT
Medical] would not report intoxication." Thus, a student brought directly to MIT Medical without CP intervention would face no sanctions.
Peer face imiIar problems
MIT's policy is not totally unique.
A few area colleges, including Harvard, Wellesley, and Boston University, have policies similar to MIT's,
but the procedures they use to enforce
the policies are somewhat different.
All of the policies follow Massachusetts state law, but procedures
involving punishment especially in
emergency medical situations differ
a great deal.
Wellesley has a new alcohol policy that states that a student seeking
medical treatment for an alcohol or
other drug-related overdose will not

Vacuum Pumps,
Systems and Equipment
SOC Edwards

vacuum pumps, instruments and systems

Hiden Analytical

moss spectrometry and residual gas analysis

Huntington

hordwore, fittings, posiIionefs ond monipu/otors

Labs

NuVacuum Systems vacuum systems up to 10 feet in diameter
Manitou Systems

rf and de power supplies

Call Nigel Cotton at 888/205-2500 • email nigelc@activac-technology.com

Another
learned

valuable lesson
from Hollywood:

t

I

be ubject to discipline.
At. Wellesley, like at
IT, the
campus police act as the emergency
medical transport, but the incident is
just reported as "medical transport"
so the victim's name is not used and
neither is the type of incident.
Lauren A. Cadish, a Resident
Advisor
for Freeman
Hall at
Wellesley
and a member of the
General Judiciary Committee said,
"[The policy] clearly puts the safety
of the students first rather than punitive action." Harvard has a similar
system that is confidential and does
not punish students.
Boston University, on the other
hand, does not really have an internal system of emergency medical
transport. At BU, when a call is
made for an intoxicated person, the
college will call the student a cab or
an ambulance to be transported to
the nearest hospital.
The student is then penalized by
the Massachusetts! Police Department as well as by BU Police. "We
will hold them accountable," said
Herb Ross, the associate dean of
students.
Any student that was
involved or knew about the victim's
condition and did not act on their
behalf is also held accountable.
Everyone involved receives an
alcohol assessment, and parents are
notified in all situations involving
discipline.
Each institution has a policy that
they feel fits the social climate of
their campus; however many community members
feel MIT has
missed this important point.
Ideally, new EMT transport policies will be aimed at looking
towards student's needs and choosing a policy that fits the campus as
opposed to trying to make the campus fit the policy.
One of the main instigators of
change is MIT Medical. They are
committed to changing the current
system so that students are not
afraid to call for help. Mark Goldstein, chief of student health at MIT
Medical, said, "I would love to see
the students come here without
penalty."
Alcohol bans began in the mid-80s
In 1985 the legal drinking age in

14 ~}f 74

Mas achusetts was rai ed to 21. At
that time, the Dean of Student
Affairs Shirley M. McBay released
the Policy Statement on the Use of
Alcohol.
The policy stated that only people of legal age could drink: and that
because almost all freshmen would
not be of age, Residence/Orientation
would be dry except for Saturday
and Sunday nights.
The procedures for enforcement
were vague and the penalties were
minimal, but the proposal that any
part of rush would be dry caused an
uproar among the students who
thought it was unfair and that it
would not give freshmen an accurate picture of FSILG life.
This policy remained in place
and unchanged until 1990 when
kegs were banned from all living
groups.
The Boston Licensing
Board passed a regulation limiting
the amount of alcohol students
could bring into dormitories or living groups to the amount they could
consume themselves.
The Cambridge License Commission was in
support of a similar policy.
The revision of the Policy Statement on the Use of Alcohol in 1992
showed the contrast between the
students' and the administration's
view of alcohol regulation.
The Dormitory Council submitted their recommended version of
the alcohol policy to the Associate
Dean of Student Affairs at the time,
James R. Tewhey. Their proposal
suggested allowing dormitories to
spend a portion of the house tax on
alcohol, relative to the number of
residents of legal drinking age.
However,
Tewhey ended up
rejecting Dormcon's
proposal in
favor of a more modest change in
policy allowing dormitories to serve
alcohol without a cash bar.
Krueger's death spurs change
After the death of Scott 'S.
Krueger '01 in 1997, MIT formed
the Working Group of Dangerous
Drinking to again review its policies
and procedures regarding alcohol.
The Working Group made a
number of recommendations
about
changes they believed would reduce
the amount of dangerous drinking
on campus, and the administration
made several decisions in response
to the working group's recommen-·
dations.

These decisions
include the
requirement that freshmen live on
campus by 2002, that FSILGs have
resident advisors, and that FSILGs
that wish to serve alcohol complete
educational programs on the issues
surrounding dangerous drinking.
In addition, the position of Dean
for Student Life was created, and
funding for Institute-wide
events
was tripled.
All events with alcohol must be
registered, and restrictions were put
on the number of people being
served as well as serving and distribution of alcoholic beverages. MIT
also set up a new system of progressive sanctions on alcohol violations,
as did the Interfraternity Council.
Students' relationship with CPs
One of the major changes that
occurred as a result of more strict
alcohol policies was the relationship
between the students and the campus police.
Prior to the administration's
crackdown on student drinking, the
campus police and the students
worked together to prevent dangerous situations.
Chief of Campus
Police Anne P. Glavin said, "The
police generally had a good relationship-with the student body."
When the administration's policies became more strict, due to the
media and outside pressures, the
campus police were charged with
upholding the new policies under
strict guidelines.
In recent years, there has been a
strain put on CP-student relationships especially with the new policy
of sanctioning.
"Some bumps here and there
have caused tension," said Glavin,
specifically
citing the campus
police's enforcement of the early
closing times for parties..
Many students are worried about
the repercussions of the new policies. There has been "deliberate vigilance [on the part of the CPs]," said
Glavin, "which has been perceived
'by students
as a crackdown
in
enforcement. "
The CPs are currently trying to
improve student relations through
programs like "Pizza and Conversation with Campus Police" where
students talk to CPs informally over
dinner.
Mike Hall contributed
to the
reporting of this story.

E"eryone
speaks English.
Especially Russians.
Introducing Nibblebox.com. Tomorrow's entertainment today.
Log on for original episodic shows, interactive entertainment, and the best of college radio created by college
students with help from people like John Leguizamo (actor, Summer of Sam), Doug Liman (director, Swingers
and Go), and Amy Hecker1ing (director, Clueless). Because while it's fun making cynical comments about
entertainment cliches, it's more fun to see what students are actually doing about it.

nibblebox.com
digital entertainment in short, tasty bytes.
This space donated by The Tech
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Students Co cemed
Over CPs as EMTs

School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
To Celebrate it's 50th Anniversary

EMT, from Page 1

posal was discussed at the meeting,
but said that no decision
was
said that the petition sponsors are
reached regarding the path MIT will
aiming for 4,000 signatures from
take in changing its policy.
MIT community members.
Benedict said that any reform
The VA will be "stronger going
"has got to result in a system whereto the administration when we have
by the health of students comes
first."
the voice of thousands," she said.
"We would like to see a concrete
Campus Police Association Presresponse from the administration,
ident D. Kevin Hayes also supportespecially since we're offering a
ed Seale's proposal, welcoming it as
concrete plan."
a relief for a busy staff. Hayes said
Both Seale and Neizmik said
that every ambulance call requires
that they would hesitate to call for
two officers, leaving a shortage of
medical help from the CPs if a
available staff to handle other comfriend was drunk, echoing student
plaints.
attitudes towards calling for help.
Running an ambulance has been
Seale said the main problem
"a sticking point for years" in negowith the current system of medical
tiations between the administration'
transport is that students' decisions
and the CPA, he said.
to call for help is not "automatic."
Hayes also said that CPs would
"Sometimes, people ask, 'Am I
not face a pay deduction if an outsure that [medical help] is necesside firm were to take over emergency services. Pay for EMT sersary?' The margin needs to be a litvices was absorbed into base pay
tle bit bigger. Not 'this person is in
under the new CPA contract.
trouble,' but 'this person could be in
trouble.:" .
.
Outside of the MIT community,
however, the proposal drew critiBenedict, CPA explore change
cism. Cambridge License CommisDean for Student Life Larry G. . sion Executive Officer Richard V.
Benedict said that confidential transScali criticized the resolution, callport is a "serious issue that deserves
ing Seale's proposal "kind of a
cover-up." The CLC has made precareful thought."
vention of underage drinking a high
"Our students have to feel secure
that if they feel a student is in need
priority, imposing increased sancof medical attention, that they get
tions for violations at MIT dorms
and FSILOs during the past three
the student medical attention,"
years.
Benedict said. "We have to make
"Anything that helps the students .
sure [our] procedures are as such to
is a positive thing, but I am worried
allow that."
about the fact that there would be no
Last Friday, Benedict met with a
reporting," Scali said. "There needs
group of medical practitioners, Medto be some accountability
for the ical Center staff, and CPs to discuss
actions of students,
OR Ts, and
changes to the alcohol policy at
MIT. He confirmed that Seale's prohousemasters. "

MIT MUSEUM EXIBITION: A Fifty-Year Reflection: Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences at
MIT.
Ongoing exhibition: September 21,2000Compton Gallery, Building 10

January 26.2001.

COLLOQUIUM: Asking the Right Questions
Wong Auditorium,

Tang Center (Building E51)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6:

1:{}() P.M -3:00 P.M
Colloquium session 1: What do we know about human nature?
Noam Chomsky, Steven Pinker, Hilary Putnam, Samuel Jay Keyser
3:30 P.M-5:30 P.M.
Colloquium session 2: How do artists tell their stories?
Anita Desai. John Harbison, Louise Gluck, Ellen T Harris
SATURDAY, OCTOBER

7:

9:30A.M-l1:30A.M
Colloquium session 3: How do history and memory shape each other?
John W Dower, Pauline Maier, Dame Gillian Beer, Rosalind Williams
1:00 P.M-3:00 P.M
Colloquium session 4: Is capitalism good for democracy?
Suzanne Berger, Robert M. Solow. Kenneth Arrow, Joshua Cohen

ANNIVERSARY CONCERT:
FRIDAY, OCTOBER

6:

7:15 - 9:30 PM
Balinese Gamelan Galak Tika, MIT Wind Ensemble.
Concert Choir, Symphony Orchestra.
Kresge Auditorium.

Festival Jazz Ensemble.

Chamber Music Society.

For more information: http://web.mit.edu/shass/anniversary/index.html
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Tax questions? Call TeleTax for recorded

information

on about 150 tax topics, 24 hours a day.

$"'" Department

fJM'

of the Treasury

Internal Revenue servtce
http://www.ustreas.gov

lO:20am
oggin Toppers

S12.95

3:11pm

The Music Shack
$19..95'

)
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here's your chance
to really go somewhere.
Congratulations. All the cramming, insomnia and junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college
now - and soon, you'll be facing questions about your life. Like what to do with the rest of it.
One thing is for sure, if you're a student of color, with an I N ROADS internship you could have a serious job
every summer while you're still in school - making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of
study. Hey, it won't be easy, but then again if you wanted it easy, you wouldn't be-reading this right now.

web site_www.inroadsinc.org

You got this far.

ow go farther.

J

INROADS.
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All-nighters in the lab.
Caffeine overload in the carrel.

That's exactly what the Merrill Lynch
Innovation Grants Competition

is offering the

PhD candidate who best describes the commercial
potential of his

.01'

her research in science, liberal

arts, or engineering.
In fact, our third annual competition will
ee a total of $r80,000 in cash grants awarded by an
independent panel of distinguished scientists and
entrepreneurs.

Winners will retain the rights to their

ideas and meet with leading venture capitalists.
Last year, Islamshah Amlani of

otre Dame

took first place with a transistorless digital logic
paradigm that could lead to a new era of super-fast
"quantum computing."
Merrill Lynch Chairman and CEO David
Komansky notes, I'Through the Innovation Grants,
The Merrill Lynch Forum is challenging the academic
research community to take a fresh look at their ideas

Would $50,000 and
an introduction
to some hot venture capitalists make it
a little more worthwhile?

ACTlV£ ELECTRONICS
73 firs. Street
Cambridge, MA 02141

T~I.:(617) 864 ..3588
fax: (617) 864-0855
tmaiI: adM.~~.c:a
2ND LOCATION

11 Cumm~

Park

~m/MAOl801

Tel.: (781) 932-0050
Fax: (781) 933-8884
etrIOlil: actiw.woburn4H'uture.ca

of the

market place."
For entry information,

applications,

and proof that excellence pays, visit us at
m.l.comlinnovation.

be bullish

ml.com

'"

from a completely different perspective-that

mMer~i1IL,nCh
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ngin eers!
(OK Band)
Showcase your talents
on the high tech stage.
While the iPhrase band may not change
the music world, our breakthrough
technology is redefining how the
world accesses information
on the
web and beyond.
iPhrase Technologies has brought
together a world-class team - over
60% of our engineers hold Ph.Di's
& M.A.'s from institutions such as
MIT, Harvard, Yale and Brown.
Be a part of a development team that
is combining cutting edge language
understanding
and information.
retrieval technology to provide the
first dynamic, search and navigation
solution for businesses.

So come on, join together with
-the band and make some noise!

< )

, Global Corporate and Investment
Banking Presentation
/ Wednesday, October"
.~:30 pm
Room 4-370

A brief presentation will be followed by
informal discussions with Banc of America
Securities representatives.
Refreshments served- Business casual attire
RSVPby October 2 to
angela.deaner@bankofamerica.com-

perspectives.
f "

Working together, our talented
professionals are changing the
financial services landscape.
Join us.•.and seize the opportunity
to redefine the future of finance.
For more information, visit:
www.bofasecurities.com

or

www.bankofamerica.com

Bane of America Securities

Bank of America.

~,e
~~SM

Investment banking and securities products provided through Banc of America Securities llC. member NYSE/NASO/SIPC. a subsidiary of Bank of America
Corporation. Bank of America is the marketing name for Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates worldwide. ©2000 Bank of America Corporation.
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we'd like to
invest in you
Our business is all about investing in the future.
And we want to invest in people like you.

We offer challening roles that will test your abilities and stretch
your mind. We reward dynamic team players
who can think across boundaries to achieve their goals.
Cottle and learn about some exciting summer internship
opportunities in the Equities and Fixed Income, Currency
11Commodities Divisions in Europe.

To: All junior undergraduate
Cambridge Marriott

students at MIT

Hotel

Thursday 12th October
6.00 p.m. Cocktail Reception
H YD.uare interested please e-mail a copy of your resume to either:
Julia Templeton (FICC) - 44 207 774 2735
Charlotte Rye (Equities) - 44 207774
ficc.ana/Ys.t@gs.com

1162

or eq.analyst@gs.com

Priority will be given to those candidates
who are eligible to work in the EEC and
foreign language skills are an advantage.

Minds. Wide Open.
www.gs.com

BOOZ ,ALLEN & HAMILTON, INC.

Booz Alien &,Hamilton Inc. is interested in recruiting Management Consultants
.for positions in their Worldwide Commercial Business. Suitable candidates will

. possess the following attributes:
Ph.D. (complete or expected) in Engineering, Operations Management,
Physics, Economics or other numerate disciplines
Proven track record o! academic achievement and recognition
Breadth of experience
Highly motivated, creative, self-reliant, team player
Good verbal and written communication skills
Interest in solving a wide range of business problems for a broad range of
clients
Prepared to travel extensively

Ph.D. Informational Session
Friday, October 6, 2000
2:30pm Presentation with Reception to follow
Boston Marriott Cambridge, Salon III
For more information about our Firm, please visit our web site: b!!p:llwww.bah.com
Resume submissions must be accompanied our Resume Supplement which is located
at: b!!p:llwww.bah.com/herrick/shared/email.html.
You may e-mail these
documents to: advanced degrees@bah.com.
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Anything Is Possible
This is where the generation of new ideas lives.
Because we've built a global network of people who see
possibilities where others see confusion and risk -

and

who know how to turn those possibilities into realities.
And by workinqct

internet speed -

of companies and millions

propelling .dozens

ol investors into the

new economy.
We are propelling careers all over the world.
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter invites all students
to attend our Firmwide Presentation at MIT.
."1

Thursday, October 5th
Faculty Club, 7:00 p.m.

MORGAN STANLEY DE'AN WITTER
(...

Careers at Morgan

Stanfey Dean Witter start @ msdw.com/ career/recruiting

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter is an Equal Opportunity

Employer committed to workforce diversity.

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter is a service mark of Morgan

Stanley Dean Witter

&

Co.
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Student Groups Plan
Debate Night Rallies
Debate, from Page 1

well over 1,000students from Massachusetts and surrounding states to
show support by holding signs and
other 'visibilities" at rallies before
the debates.
From 5:00 p.m, until the time of
the debate, college students with the
College Democrats will line the
route from the candidates' hotel
rooms to the Clark Athletic Center
demonstrating their support. After a
debate watching party that is
expected to include 700 to 800 students, selected officials will rally
with the students to show their
appreciation for student support.
"College involvement this year
has blown away the involvement
in the last three years combined,"
said Mark Stadt chairman of the
College Democrat National Council. Stad attributes the increased
student involvement to the fact that
candidates are addressing "issues
students care about," such as funding for public education and affir-

/

mative action.

Be resolve cheduling conflict
Although the CPD said that the
debate schedule was "specifically
developed to minimize conflict with
other scheduled television programs
which would have reduced the size
of the national audience," NBC had
a scheduling conflict with the frrst
baseball game of the 2000 Division
Series. The broadcasting company
allowed each local division to
resolve the schedule conflict.
Boston's NBC affiliate, WHDHTV, will show the debate.
The candidates have planned
further debates on October 11 at
Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and on
October 17 at Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri. The
three debates will be held in the
podium, table, and town meeting
formats respectively. Each debate
will be ninety minutes long and
will include direct exchange
between the candidates.

Why not create
new value chains?
Dare

to seize new markets. Identify new partners. Recognizing the value of collaboration can

transform business-as-usual

into business-as-never-before.

Please come to our Corporate Presentation to find out
more about a career in management consulting.
Presentation to be held on:

Thursday, October 5, 2000
Building 4
Room 4-149
6:00pm

·Artlur D Little

SomeIIina to·
feel good afJool

© 2000
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Sell your liver.

spleen. and both
of your kidneys.

L_ ..................

This space donated by The Tech
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Get paid for the
stuff

you know.
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I
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Answer

questions.

Earn cash.

www.inforocket.com/ucla

InfoRocket.com.

Inc .
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Crossword
Solution

~

a "I'"' "Is",
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1 V H 0
S~38aVr

EARN UP TO $600 MONTH
we are

SlS3N

IookiIlg for men tD partldpilte In our

AogrMnous Sperm [)gnor Program. To qualfy
you must be 5'9- or taler, between 19-39 years old,
ervoIIed In or graduated from a four YMI" college or
unlverslty and able tD commit for 9-12 months.
Donors will be oompensatl!d $50 (or -=II aca!fll:abIe
5pedrnen.

MetTaTechtsXtreme billing platform allows service providers to convert the
hype into revenue - we make the new Intemet economy profitable. Wetre a
pre-IPO company with a shipping product, real revenue, big name customers,
and backed by the most preeminent VCsin the country. If you're an impact
player, who's driven to be the best and has fun doing it, join our rapidly
growing team and prepare for an Xtreme time. Trust us, it's worth the ride!

O~V13a~

.2.,!.~H
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eatl eatlfomia Cryobank's CAMBRIDGE office at
617.497.81546
for more information, M-F 8:00-5:30.

Wan to work with the best and brightest people and next generation XMl
technology? Do B2Bs,Web Services, ASPs, HSPs,and Digital Marketplaces
interest you? If you answered yes 0 just one of these questions,
read on •..if you didn't then you're not tor MetraTechl
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AMERICA'S FUTURE

Engineering
software EngineelS • Senior Software Engineers .. Principal Software Engineer
Engineering Managers • Software Quality Engin""
Senior SoftwaTe Quality Engineers • Technical Writers

Services
Technical Consultants .. Senior Technical Consultants .. Principal Technical
Consultants • Technical Support Engineers • Senior Networking Consultants

Sales & Marketing
Account Manage" • Sales £':'9ineers • Product Marketing ManagelS

Visit

US

at the Fall Career fair on Friday, september 29th

UNITED STATES -NAVY

MdTaTech corp., 330 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, MA 02451
£"mail resumes to jobsa>metratech.com
Phone: 781-839-8300

SERVING AMERICA' TwICE

An Equal 'Opportunity Employer.

www.navyjobs.com

l-SOO-USA-NA VY

Even
EZ.er
than
1040EZ.

Allergy Sufferers
Are you of Japanese Descent?
Do your· allergies make your eyes RED and
,(

\

ITCHY?

We are seeking people who are of Japanese descent and allergic to tree, grass, ragweed, cat pollen or dust
or molds. If you suffer from allergic symptoms to one or more of these allergens, you may be eligible to
participate in upcoming allergy research studies 'for anti-allergic eye-drops.

Introducing TeleFile
\

Benefits of participation

include:

from the IRS. If you

You may qualify if you:

are single and filed

• Are in good health, and,
• Are of Japanese descent
• Get RED, ITCHY EYES
from tree, grass, ragweed,
For more information call Toll Free: cat pollens, mold or dust
Ophthalmic Research Associates
1-877-784-2020

• Free study related eye examinations
• Financial compensation

(

..

Form 1040~

last year,

you can file your tax
return in ten minutes'
by phone. Anytime.
Check your tax booklet
for information.

TeleFiIe

***Ask about our referral program***
Compensation is available for every person you refer who enrolls in one of our studies.
A!Ilk fnr detail!ll

It's free. It's fast. It works.

~.

Department

fJM!IIlntem8I

of the Treasury

Revenue servtce

C1Ul17.ging for good.
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• we are a strategy consulting firm serving top
management of leading corporations;
• since our inception in 1979, we have chosen to work
for a limited number of leading international firms
with whom we build long-term relationships;
• -we apply fact-based, quantitative analysis to
competitive problems and get involved in the
. implementation of our recommendations;
• we develop consultants with cross-industry and
cross-functional experience;
• we promote from within;
. . • we are looking for well-balanced individuals with
exceptional and demonstrable quantitative abilities;
• if you are a graduate of a BS, MS, or PhD program
. in engineering, math, economics or hard sciences,

·pleasejoin us for our pre-recruiting
presentation on Thursday, October 5th
at 6:30pm in Room 8-302.

please visit our website at www.marsandco.com

~~~"""""ew

york - paris -london - san francisco - tokyo-.....--."
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eo,· e5 a job.

D. E. Shaw & Co., L.P. is a specialized investment firm. It was
organized in 1988 to explore various aspects of the intersection of
technology and finance. Today, the D. E. Shaw group encompasses
about a dozen closely related entities with approximately $1 billion
in aggregate capital, but the core of our business remains the
same: sophisticated algorithms that move hundreds of billions of
dollars a year.
Understandably, we put a premium on mathematical and
analytical skills; our staff includes Putnam Prize-winners and
Math Olympiad champions. But we also want creative, pragmatic,
articulate people who aren't afraid to implement-and

manage-

what they invent. In fact, our firm is largely run by the people who
designed our strategies and systems.
To be considered for an on-campus interview, please submit your
resume and a cover letter stating your GPAand standardized test
scores to Career Services via Interview T~

by October 3.

Broker-dealer activities of the D. E. Shaw group are'conducted in the United States
through D. E. Shaw Securities, L.P., D. E. 'Shaw Investments, L.P., or D. E. Shaw
Valence, L.P., which are registered as broker-dealers with the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission and are members of the National Association
of Securities Dealers, Inc. Investment advisory activities are conducted through
D. E. Shaw & Co., L.P.
The D. E. Shaw group does not discriminate, in matters of hiring or promotion, on
the basis of race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, military service
eligibility, veteran status, sexual orientation, marital status, or disability.
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CLC Gives ext

House Warning
ext House was let off with a warning at a
meeting of the Cambridge License Commission last Friday. The CLC was reviewing ext
House's license following a
drinking incident in June.
In addition to issuing a
written warning, the CLC
ordered MIT to carry out
an eight-step
plan proposed by Dean for Student Life Larry G.
Benedict and to keep the CLC updated on
the plan's progress.
Benedict's plan involves sending parents
of incoming students a copy of the CD A/cohol101, to be used as "an interactive, educational tool for parents."
The plan also
includes convening a campus-wide "Alcohol

News

Briefs

Working Group" which will "inventory [and
evaluate] current alcohol education, training
and enforcement procedures."
Benedict's plan also calls for "further [clarification of] ... the roles of the Graduate R iden ." The CLC originally criticized MIT for
not giving graduate re ident tutor enough
authority regarding alcohol violations. At the
meeting, however, CLC Chairman Benjamin
C. Barne said, 'I don't want to have strained
relationships" between residents and GRTs.
While the CLC stated its hope that MIT
would declare all ten undergraduate dorms
alcohol-free, Benedict explained that 'the
Institute believes that prohibition is neither
an appropriate nor an effective measure to
combat underage drinking ... [because]
between 20 percent and 30 percent of the
residents are aged 21 or greater" and have a
legal right to drink. He also said that dry
housing "will not guarantee that no drinking

will occur in residence halls."
- Jennifer Krishnan

Pfizer Responds to
Drug Price Charges
Pharmaceutical
company Pfizer Inc.
called a press conference yesterday at its
Discovery Technology Center in Cambridge
to defend itself against recent protests over
high pre cription drug prices.
Pfizer Senior Medical Advisor Mike
Magee said that Pfizer must 'support access
[to] and innovation [of new drugs]."
While noting that "there needs to be
progress
on the access issue," Magee
defended the company against its critics by
saying that Pfizer spends
5 billion in
research
and development,
employing
12,000 scientists globally.

Magee said that the company needed to
make such sizeable investments in research
in order ' to provide ... the hope that something can be discovered to make a difference
[in patients' lives]."
Janice T. Bourque, President and CEO of
the Massachusetts Biotechnology Council,
also addressed drug coverage and cost of
drugs. She brought up the recent proposal for
a state-sponsored insurance program, reflecting on Magee's earlier statement that Pfizer
.. ... believes that access needs to be extended to aU seniors."
Pfizer has been at the center of the
national debate over prescription drug benefits, recently facing a storm of protests over
the current state of drug prices around the
world. The company ranks as the number
one pharmaceutical firm in the nation, generating a total of$27.5 billion in revenues.
- Shankar Mukherji

Tax info, toll·free.
Tax questions? Call TeleTax for recorded information
on about 150 tax topics, 24 hours a day.

r.

Department of the Treasury

tM/Ilnternal

Revenue service

http://www.ustreas.gov
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Colon cancer is the second
leading cancer killer and everyone
aged 50 and older is at risk.
More than 50,000 Americans
will die
colon cancer and
131,600 new cases will be
diagnosed this year.

Now.Open.

nom

Colon cancer is an equal opportunity disease that affects both women
and men. This silent killer frequently
begins without symptoms and those
with a family history are at even
greater risk.

CambridgeSide Galleria is making waves in the city
with the opening of a great new store.

Colon cancer is preventable-even
curable when detected early. In
fact, if cancer is found early enough,
the patient has more than a 90
percent chance of survival.
Colon cancer screenings are safe and
effective and are now covered by
Medicare and an increasing number
of otherhealth providers, There's
even a test that can be used in the
privacy of your own home.

Talk to your doctor about
getting tested.

lorectal .

ancer
SPONSORED
COLORECTAL

BY THE NATIONAl,
CANCER

ROUNDTABLE

FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL THE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
/t.T 1-800-ACS-234S
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Guillenno Abadia '83 clears the ball from the alumni goalmouth during the Alumni soccer game on Saturday. The MIT student team beat heir older counterparts 9-3 in an
entertaining game.

CHARLES

BOA TIN

Alvie Loreto '01. avoids a tackle, advancing the ball during Saturday's 33-7 loss to
UMass-Dartmouth.

SONYA C. TANG

Andrew Kolesnikov '03 returns the ball to Trinity College opponent
Richard Lawrence -in-the-semifinals -of-the..Rolex- Northeastem Division III Men's Tennis Toumament on Sunday, October 2. Kolesnikov
and teammate Jeff Augustyn '03 competed against 46 other players
from 1.6 schools in the· northeast region. Both players adVanced to
the semifinals round.

2years old, 1992

. 1year old, 1991

Stevie Ace(Flores.
Killed by a drunk driver on March 23,1993,
. on Pacific Coas~Highway in Wilmington, Calif.
Gonna be a late one? Then reach for new BALANCE GOLD" with 23 vitamins
and minerals. With a 40-30-30

Ifyou don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.
.

ratio of carbs, protein and dietary fat, it helps give

your body sustained energy. Plus, you can't go wrong with all those peanuts,
caramel and that rich chocolate flavor. Want to know more? Log on to Balance.com.

U.S. 0epat1men1
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